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This is the choice we’ve decided to share with the facilities 
in the V4A Network. Slow tourism means that you can take as 
much time as you need to enjoy the beauties your holiday has 
to offer; it means devoting attention to details and that you are 
guided through a journey of discoveries around places, cultures, 
experiences and local products while respecting the environment 
and your needs. We’ve been working tirelessly for a long time 
with many tourist facilities that share our dream: “Holidays for 
all!”. We want to share our dream with you too, and this is why 
we personally inspect all the facilities in our network to ensure 
“first-hand” information and to make it available to you; because 
you deserve to be the undisputed star of your holiday. 
 

OUR SYSTEM 

We assign a score from 1 to 5 for “six categories of needs”. This 
system has been conceived to help you choose, but don’t forget 
that we NEVER award accessibility certificates. We know full well 
that everyone has their own essential needs when it comes to 
enjoying a nice holiday. The Find out more! button allows you to 
get further information, and if you can’t find what you’re looking 
for, contact us, we’ll answer directly. Hospitality is a virtue 
rather than a business opportunity as all the facilities in the V4A 
Network know, which is why they’ll accommodate you meeting all 
your needs, so as to offer you Accessible Hospitality. 

Silvia and Roberto

CONSCIOUS SAFE SLOW TOURISM 
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Travelling is a right nobody wants to give up, not even when 
they have difficulties or limitations. Travelling on a business trip 
or for leisure are two vastly different things, but when it comes to 
planning, they’re one and the same!

Here are some tips: 

1. Draw up a checklist of both your companions’ needs 
and yours, including all those needs only you are aware of and 
that can make the difference between a nice holiday and a 
nightmare. Prepare an “in case of emergency” folder with a list of 
pathologies, medications, and emergency numbers. 

2. Identify “essential” and “desirable” items in your checklist. 
There are things you can’t possibly do without, such as the right 
bed height, a bidet shower next to the toilet, and everything only 
you know about. And don’t forget to check if you can buy your 
favourite products during the trip or if you need to bring supplies 
for the whole holiday.  

3. Decide which aids are to travel with you, check if they will 
be accepted on the means of transport and at the place of stay; 
consider how you will pack and transport them on your trip. If 
you use an aid for mobility and autonomy you must know all its 
features: how large it is, how much it weighs, how high it is, 
how long it is; whether it is foldable; if it is manual or battery-
powered, and in that case which kind of battery it uses (dry or 
lithium) and its power. Also, consider whether it may be better to 
rent it rather than shipping it.

TIPS FOR TRAVELLERS
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TIPS FOR TRAVELLERS

4. Always keep the operating manual of your aid handy, as it 
may be required to get on the plane, ship, cable car or ferry. 

5. If you hold a certificate of disability issued in your country, 
always keep a copy of it in your wallet; in Italy, there is still no 
documentation attesting to your disability rights, so you should 
use that one. 

6. Study the procedures well if you have to take a train, a 
plane, or a ferry. For example, a code is assigned on the plane that 
identifies the type of assistance to be provided to each person: 
WCHC, WCHS, WCHR, BLND, DEAF, child, etc. Knowing them 
means receiving the right assistance. 

7. Look up information online and don’t hesitate to ask 
for confirmation from customer service, it’s best not to take 
unnecessary risks. Check if there are Apps through which you can 
get updated information and assistance, and stay in touch.  

8. If you don’t think you can handle it, or the first few times 
you’re travelling you don’t feel confident enough, contact a 
travel agent. They are professionals and know full well how to 
assist you; plus, you will always have an expert to turn to for any 
problem.  

9. When you are looking for a holiday destination it is 
always difficult to find reliable information. Do not just trust 
accessibility statements. Inquire about things that are essential 
to you and, if necessary, send your checklist directly to the hotel/
resort and ask for confirmation.  

10. Flexibility and determination are vital equipment for every 
traveller. You need to improve and refine them with experience 
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and then, if you’re up to it, share your expertise to help other 
people. 

11. You are a consumer and you want to pay the appropriate 
price for the quality of the service you receive. This is the goal 
of all consumers, and of course, you never turn down a good 
discount. 

12. Check first whether you qualify for any discounts and avoid 
the “somebody told me” or the “that’s the rule” approach. If a rule 
applies, have the references to it with you so you get what you are 
entitled to. 

Let us know about your travel habits, share your experiences 
with us and our community... and remember our motto: 
“Holidays for all!”

TIPS FOR TRAVELLERS
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 00 km
Nearest train station 00 km
Nearest airport 00 km
Phone +39 0000 000000
Pets welcome

FIND OUT 
MORE

Back to table of contents

REGION • Location • Tourist Facility Name

AWARDS2020
AWARDS2020

AWARDS2020
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Tourist Facility  
Address 

TOURIST FACILITY 
NAME

What’s this score ?

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.6
Wheelchair 3.2
Family 2.0
Senior 4.2
Hearing 3.4
Seeing 3.0

REGION • Location

9

*  Scores are assigned based on qualitative and quantitative criteria on 
the equipment supplied for each need typology; for instance, absence 
of architectural barriers, internal operational procedures, recognitions 
and certifications issued by boards and organisations. A numeric value is 
assigned to each criterium and the sum of these values determines the 
classification. 

Village for all 
classification*

Link to  
the page

Link to the page 
www.villageforall.net

HOW TO READ THIS GUIDE  
The accessibility score

A different colour 
for each region
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AWARDS2020
High-quality facilities in our network for the following 
categories:

Food Allergy  
for their attention in their menus to allergies, 
intolerances, dietary restrictions, etc.

Mobility 
for their attention to wheelchair users’ mobility 

Perception 
for their attention to sensory disabilities

Senior Citizen 
for their attention to senior citizens’ needs

Destination for All 
for the organisation of local information points and 
services for tourists with disabilities

Accessibility Web 
for the attention given to creating an accessible 
website

Facilities highly suitable for pets

Facilities taking part in the Alimentazione Fuori Casa 
(Eating out) project by AIC, the Italian Society for the 
celiac disease. Before booking don’t forget to check 
on www.celiachia.it

HOW TO READ THIS GUIDE  
Top facilities
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The “Village for All Awards” are prizes given to companies who 
have demonstrated great dedication to improve their ability to 
provide Accessible Hospitality. Choosing who wins is a matter of 
objectivity and merit based on a complex score system directly 
derived from V4A’s patent software V4AInside, which is used 
to survey the facilities belonging to our network. Our system 
collects objective data in order to classify every facility according 
to diverse needs in terms of accessibility; in addition, it assesses 
structural improvements and elaborates how to strengthen 
services to cater for every Guest’s needs. 

V4A AWARDS 2020

AWARDS2020
Mobility

MOBILITY AWARD 2020

Casa per Ferie Stella Maris
Bibione, Veneto
Casa Vacanze I Girasoli
Croce di Lucignano, Tuscany
Costa Rica Bibione Aparthotel
Bibione, Veneto
Ermitage Medical Hotel
Abano Terme, Veneto
Holiday Village Florenz
Comacchio, Emilia Romagna
Union Lido Camping Lodging Hotel
Cavallino Treporti, Veneto
Villaggio San Paolo
Cavallino Treporti, Veneto
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AWARDS2020
Family

FAMILY AWARD 2020

Aparthotel Holiday
Bibione, Veneto
Blu Suite Hotel
Bellaria-Igea Marina, Emilia Romagna
San Francesco Camping Village
Desenzano del Garda, Lombardy
Santa Caterina Village Resort & SPA
Scalea, Calabria
Tahiti Camping & Thermae Bungalow Park
Comacchio, Emilia Romagna
Union Lido Camping Lodging Hotel
Cavallino Treporti, Veneto

AWARDS2020
FoodAllergy

FOOD ALLERGY AWARD 2020

Art & Park Hotel Union Lido
Cavallino Treporti, Veneto
Hotel Talao
Scalea, Calabria
Union Lido Camping Lodging Hotel
Cavallino Treporti, Veneto
Villaggio Turistico Internazionale
Bibione, Veneto

AWARDS2020
DestinationFor All 

DESTINATION FOR ALL  
AWARD 2020

Bibione

V4A AWARDS 2020
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AWARDS2020
AccessibilityWeb

ACCESSIBILITY WEB AWARD 2020

Casa Albergo Liberty
Cupra Marittima, The Marches
Fra I Sassi Residence
Matera, Basilicata
Residence I Delfini
Cupra Marittima, The Marches

AWARDS2020
Perception

PERCEPTION AWARD 2020

Casa San Juan De Avila
Roma, Lazio
Fra I Sassi Residence
Matera, Basilicata

AWARDS2020
SeniorCitizen

SENIOR CITIZEN AWARD 2020

Casa Vacanze I Girasoli
Croce di Lucignano, Tuscany
Costa Rica Bibione Aparthotel
Bibione, Veneto
Ermitage Medical Hotel
Abano Terme, Veneto
Holiday Village Florenz
Comacchio, Emilia Romagna
Union Lido Camping Lodging Hotel
Cavallino Treporti, Veneto
Villaggio San Paolo
Cavallino Treporti, Veneto

V4A AWARDS 2020
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BASILICATA
From the hinterland to the coast, there are more than enough 

spots where to admire art and nature; the region is a treasure chest 
of opportunities for open-air slow tourism. Trips to lakes and sources, 
natural parks and wildlife oases; or a slow-paced yet adrenaline-filled 
walk on the bridges of Sasso Castalda. Adventures in the little lanes of 
hidden borghi to discover atmospheres, smells and tastes of a great 
cultural historical heritage: houses perched on the mountains, Arabic 
and Byzantine areas, stairways and piazze with grand buildings in local 
stone, churches and castles – spellbinding landscapes. 
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Matera
Wandering around the lanes and caves, climbing and descending 

to admire perspectives and landscapes may be the most fulfilling way 
to visit this town. The rupestrian component of the old town plan 
with its southern palazzi is remarkable. From the old town you can 
easily reach the Belvedere, the starting or ending point from where to 
marvel at the visual spectacle that embraces the Sassi cave complex. 
A visit to the Parco della Murgia Materana, where nature and art 
merge among archaeological sites and rock churches, complements 
unique and evocative excursions, on foot or by bicycle.



AWARDS2020
Perception

AWARDS2020
AccessibilityWeb
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Via D’Addozio, 102 
75100 Matera (MT)

FRA I SASSI 
RESIDENCE

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.0
Wheelchair 1.8
Famiy 2.0
Senior 2.2
Hearing 3.0
Seeing 3.5

BASILICATA • Matera
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 3 km
Nearest train station 60 km
Nearest airport 72 km
Phone +39 0835 336020
Pets welcome 

BASILICATA • Matera • Fra I Sassi Residence

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/italia-basilicata-matera_mt-residence_accessibile-fra_i_sassi_residence/
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BSINERGY
Aesthetics and functionality... right when you need them 

BSINERGY is a company expert in planning, producing, and 
distributing in the furniture design business. Bsinergy’s know-
how is based on managing materials using the most innovative 
production technologies; it offers an exclusive range of brands, 
such as PROFILO SMART, the leader in the design of functional 
solutions aimed at accessibility for Hospitality through the 
combination of performance and design. The TRACK&COVER 
system is based on an aluminium profile on which bathroom 
accessories can be easily added, removed, or moved to offer 
maximum flexibility in bathrooms and many other settings.
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Profilo Smart system aesthetically adapts to any room’s design 
thanks to customisable finishes suitable for any space or need. You 
can offer both Accessible Comfort Rooms and Standard Rooms. 
For instance, hotels can configure a Comfort Accessible room 
as a Standard room if needed, so as to maximise bookings and 
increase earnings. Profilo Smart is compliant with Regulations on 
Accessibility, the brand’s products offer maximum flexibility to 
fulfil and overcome everyone’s needs, ensuring the best comfort 
for all their clients. 

Bsinergy S.r.l.
Piazza Repubblica, 1 - 20833 Giussano (MB)
+39 0362 355592 - info@bsinergy.it - www.bsinergy.it
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CALABRIA
With its enviable natural heritage, the region is full of opportunities 

for slow but curious tourism. From sunny Costa degli Dei, excursions 
lead to bucolic places that climb up from the crystal-clear sea to 
the mountains, such as the walk from the Joppolo seafront to the 
Monte Poro pine forest. Urban trekking, on the other hand, can lead 
to ancient Saracen mill roads, convent ruins, natural caves or ghost 
towns that exude the stories and legends of an area with a history 
stretching back thousands of years. Like an enchanting mermaid 
lounging at the foot of a 16th-century tower or a volcano. 
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Scalea
Halfway between the sea and the mountains, Scalea is a hillock 

overlooking the Tyrrhenian Sea and the Riviera dei Cedri, protected 
by Mount Pollino. Strolling through its tangle of little streets, you’ll 
admire prestigious architectural gems – churches and palaces in the 
mediaeval borgo, but also breathtaking views, as in Piazza Maggiore 
de Palma or Largo Cimalonga. Amidst fragrances, candied fruits and 
spirits, you’ll explore the delights of the surrounding areas, with 
its tourist resorts and mixture of nature, relaxation and well-being. 
Musical and theatrical performances provide a fitting end to the day. 

CALABRIA
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Corso Mediterraneo, 66 
87029 Scalea (CS)

HOTEL 
TALAO

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.0
Wheelchair 3.1
Family 3.2
Senior 3.7
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 2.0

CALABRIA • Scalea
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 15 km
Nearest train station 1 km
Nearest airport 121 km
Phone +39 098 520 444
Pets welcome

CALABRIA • Scalea • Hotel Talao

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-calabria-scalea-hotel_accessibile-hotel_talao/


AWARDS2020
Family
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Corso Mediterraneo, 172 
87029 Scalea (CS)

SANTA CATERINA 
VILLAGE RESORT & SPA

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.3
Wheelchair 3.5
Family 4.0
Senior 3.6
Hearing 2.1
Seeing 1.0

CALABRIA • Scalea
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HERE’S TO “ALL-INCLUDED” HOLIDAYS

Santa Caterina Village offers highly accessible holidays for all. Not 
just dedicated rooms, but the real possibility of using all the services 
available: the beach, the swimming pools, the restaurants, the bars, 
the amphitheatre, the pizzeria and the reserved toilets located 
everywhere, all of which are always accessible through ramps and lifts 
that ensure total mobility. 

In addition, thanks to JOB®-trained lifeguards, you can bathe in 
complete safety in the pool and on the beach, with reserved beach 
umbrellas and an IAHD-certified diving centre that assists divers with 
motor and visual disabilities. 

Transport to the station or the airport is provided by a shuttle bus 
equipped with a platform lift. The same attention is paid to dietary 
requirements and the utmost care is devoted to blind and deaf 
guests. 

CALABRIA • Scalea • Santa Caterina Village Resort & SPA
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…BEAUTY MEANS ACCESSIBILITY!

The accessible rooms, dedicated to guests with reduced mobility 
or in wheelchairs, offer all the amenities needed to meet their needs; 
from large entrance doors to comfortable toilets and fully equipped 
showers, all the while ensuring all the comforts and accessories of a 
four-star resort: air conditioning, 32” full HD LED TV, mini fridge, safe, 
private balcony, hair-dryer and courtesy set for total relaxation. They 
are strategically located on the ground floor of the “village” building 
and close to the lifts, allowing direct access to the resort’s services via 
the indoor shopping arcade. 

Highly accessible rooms are also available in a TWO-ROOM option 
to accommodate families in absolute comfort. An unforgettable 
holiday that is also made possible by dedicated special offers 
throughout the season.

CALABRIA • Scalea • Santa Caterina Village Resort & SPA
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 16 km
Nearest train station 1,5 km
Nearest airport 121 km
Phone +39 0985 043 105
Pets welcome

CALABRIA • Scalea • Santa Caterina Village Resort & Spa

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-calabria-scalea_cosenza-villaggio_accessibilesanta_caterina_village/
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EMILIA ROMAGNA
A region to explore far and wide, following specific passions or 

themes. Art cities, borghi, seaside and mountain resorts; remains 
of ancient villages, early Christian churches, mediaeval castles 
and Renaissance fortresses; itineraries along ancient pilgrimage 
routes on foot or by bike; evocative locations from film sets (from 
Pasolini’s Bologna to Fellini’s Rimini and the land of Don Camillo 
and Peppone) and itineraries through Verdi’s legacy of homes, 
theatres and museums. Like the region’s beautiful waterfalls, 
many attractions will refresh the eager tourist. 
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Bellaria-Igea Marina
A starting point for cycling tours, the seaside resort combines 

relaxation, parks, sport and family fun. One of the main ways 
to experience slow tourism is by motorboat, which leaves from 
the small port of Bellaria-Igea Marina and follows a variety of 
itineraries along the coast, even at night. Along the Uso river, a 
cycle-pedestrian path equipped with rest areas leads to as far as 
San Mauro Pascoli, and to off-road trails of about 20 km on foot or 
by mountain bike. You can also fish in peace in the Gelso Park lake. 

EMILIA ROMAGNA



AWARDS2020
Family
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Viale Alfonso Pinzon, 290 
47814 Bellaria-Igea Marina (RN)

BLU SUITE 
HOTEL

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 3.3
Wheelchair 2.6
Family 4.0
Senior 2.7
Hearing 2.1
Seeing 1.4

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Bellaria-Igea Marina
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INFORMATION 
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 15 km
Nearest train station 4 km
Nearest airport 24 km
Phone +39 0541 332 454
Pets welcome

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Bellaria-Igea Marina • Blu Suite Hotel

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/blu-suite-hotel/
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Bologna
It’s an excellent idea to explore the city on foot: from the Pincio 

staircase and the Montagnola park to the metropolitan cathedral 
of San Pietro; from the imposing Piazza Maggiore to the Basilica 
of San Petronio; then a stop at the bookshop in Via de’ Musei 
and a tour of Italian singer-songwriter Lucio Dalla’s house. The 
view from the Asinelli tower is worth its 498 steps; then rest 
your eyes looking out the small window over the Moline Canal. 
Take the train to other nearby hiking trails and cycle through the 
countryside among cultivated fields and farmhouses.

EMILIA ROMAGNA
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Via Ferrarese, 164 
40128 Bologna (BO)

RAMADA ENCORE BOLOGNA 
HOTEL & NATURAL SPA

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Bologna

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 3.7
Wheelchair 3.7
Family 2.5
Senior 4.2
Hearing 2.5
Seeing 1.4
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WELLBEING IS THE WATCHWORD

All rooms present high-quality beds for the greatest comfort. 
The atmosphere in the contemporary-styled rooms feels warm 
and cosy thanks to parquet floors. Six rooms are provided with 
fully equipped toilets suitable for people with motor disabilities.

Relax and enjoy the privacy of the soundproof areas. After a 
long day spent working or sightseeing in Bologna, indulge in the 
Spa centre with sauna and steam room, whirlpool, relaxation area 
serving fresh fruit and organic herb teas – a pleasure for all your 
senses!

There are four equipped rooms for meetings; all ensure high-
standard technological efficiency. The Green Meeting Hall is the 
jewel in the hotel’s crown, it’s entirely made in wood and eco-
sustainable materials, and its air conditioning system is powered 
through renewable energy.

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Bologna • Ramada Encore Bologna Hotel & Natural SPA
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FIRST-CLASS SERVICES

Regional and traditional dishes are served at the newest 
Ristorante Papylla, in a convivial and informal atmosphere. The 
restaurant is open every day for both lunch and dinner. Be it for 
an aperitivo, a quick lunch or a nice relaxing dinner, the restaurant 
will meet any requests with passion. International buffet breakfast 
is served here. 

A new addition to our menu is our gourmet pan pizza with its 
light highly digestible dough and clear traceability – prepared 
with 100% “active supply chain” grains from the Paolo Mariani Mill 
in Barbara, in the province of Ancona. 

Using this technique, the pizza becomes incredibly crispy on 
the outside while remaining soft on the inside. Each slice is then 
garnished with raw materials rich in flavour and aroma, in a 
surprisingly delightful blend of textures.

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Bologna • Ramada Encore Bologna Hotel & Natural SPA
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 8 km
Nearest train station 4 km
Nearest airport 7 km
Phone +39 051 4161 311
Pets welcome

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Bologna • Ramada Encore Bologna Hotel & Natural SPA

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-emilia_romagna-bologna-hotel_accessibile-ramada_encore/
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Comacchio
The urban hike begins at the Trepponti staircase, a monumental 

seventeenth-century sea gate communicating with the Ponte degli 
Sbirri, a crossroads between the Loggia del Grano, the Piazza Centrale, 
the Pescheria and the Ospedale. From here you can see Palazzo 
Bellini and the Museo Delta Antico. The Manifattura dei Marinati and 
the old Salina are a must-see, on foot or by bicycle. Between the town 
and the Reno River, in the Po Delta Regional Park, the Comacchio 
Valleys are worth a visit, a vast area of brackish water to explore by 
boat and offering a great variety of flora and fauna. 

EMILIA ROMAGNA
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Via Generale Dalla Chiesa, 1 
44022 Lido Delle Nazioni - Comacchio (FE)

AIRONE BIANCO 
RESIDENCE VILLAGE

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 2.7
Wheelchair 2.3
Family 3.0
Senior 3.0
Hearing 1.5
Seeing 1.0
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CUSTOMISED HOLIDAYS

If you are looking for a seaside holiday on the stunning Adriatic 
Riviera, the Airone Bianco Residence Village at Lido delle Nazioni 
is the ideal place for you. Here you will find lots of family-friendly 
services, such as our comfortable bungalows and flats equipped 
with everything you need for a comfortable and independent 
holiday. All accommodation units are provided with kitchenette, 
air conditioning, TV, masonry barbecue and equipped outdoor 
area where you can relax. 

During your holiday at Airone Bianco Residence Village you’ll 
enjoy all the amenities of a Hotel: restaurant and pizzeria, kids’ 
pool, spa pool with whirlpool and waterfall, entertainment 
service, reserved beach umbrellas and loungers at Bar Bagno Oasi, 
the Residence’s own lido accessible with a private shuttle free of 
charge!

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio • Airone Bianco Residence Village
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DISCOVERING THE PO DELTA

Welcome to the Lidi di Comacchio, in the heart of the Po 
Delta Regional Park, the ideal place for a holiday dedicated to 
your wellbeing, between sea, nature, and culture! This is where 
relaxation and outdoor sport meet, with plenty of fun for families 
and children. 

Follow one of the many itineraries in the Po Delta to turn your 
holiday in the Lidi di Comacchio into an unforgettable unique 
experience. You can discover our wonderful land with an evocative 
tour in the Comacchio Valleys on board a typical boat, an exciting 
horseback ride, or a hike on foot or by bike along the paths of the 
Mesola Wood Reserve. 

In addition, the UNESCO heritage cities of Ferrara and Ravenna 
are just a few kilometres from our hotel.

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio • Airone Bianco Residence Village
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INFORMATION 
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 9 km
Nearest train station 21 km
Nearest airport 97 km
Phone +39 0533 673 030
Pets welcome

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio • Airone Bianco Residence Village

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-emilia_romagna-comacchio-villaggio_accessibile-airone_bianco_residence_village/


AWARDS2020
Mobility

AWARDS2020
SeniorCitizen
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Viale Alpi Centrali, 199 
44020 Lido degli Scacchi - Comacchio (FE)

HOLIDAY VILLAGE 
FLORENZ

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 3.3
Wheelchair 4.2
Family 4.3
Senior 4.4
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.1
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AN UNFORGETTABLE HOLIDAY WITH A NATURAL RHYTHM

Comfortable holiday houses, pitches, entertainment service for 
both grown-ups and younger guests, kids’ club, sports facilities, 
two excellent restaurants, a pizzeria, and a wellness centre are but 
a little part of the offer! 

Beautifully located within the Po Delta Regional Park with its 
spectacular natural dunes and thick pinewood, Holiday Village 
Florenz is ideal for families wanting to spend their holidays close 
to nature, in complete comfort and peace. 

The campsite is completely accessible – from accommodation 
units to communal areas to the pool, not to mention every sports 
facility – which makes it the ideal destination for families with 
small children and for people with motor disabilities. 

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio • Holiday Village Florenz
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WHY CHOOSE FLORENZ 

First of all, for its exclusive landscape, immersed in a beautiful 
pine forest overlooking the sea, a unique place cherished by all 
those who wish to relax in a familiar and welcoming environment. 

If you want to fully enjoy the naturalistic wonders of the 
Delta Park and the Comacchio Valleys, at Florenz you will find 
accommodation solutions suitable for everyone. Families with 
children will love the village’s extensive sports and play areas, 
entertainment services and safety. Pets are welcome here and 
part of the beach has been especially equipped for them. 

Last but not least, one more reason to choose the Holiday 
Village Florenz is the care for the environment: the village 
promotes numerous activities to protect our planet.

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio • Holiday Village Florenz
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 6 km
Nearest train station 24 km
Nearest airport 97 km
Phone +39 0533 380 193
Pets welcome

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio • Holiday Village Florenz

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-emilia_romagna-lido_degli_scacchi_comacchio_ferrara-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-holiday_village_florenz/
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Via Capanno Garibaldi, 22 
44022 Lido Di Pomposa - Comacchio (FE)

I TRE MOSCHETTIERI 
CAMPING VILLAGE

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 1.3
Wheelchair 3.5
Family 3.5
Senior 3.5
Hearing 1.5
Seeing 1.1
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EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio • I Tre Moschettieri Camping Village

INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 7 km
Nearest train station 35 km
Nearest airport 98 km
Phone +39 0533 380 376
Only guide dogs are allowed

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-emilia_romagna-lido_di_pomposa_comacchio_ferrara-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-camping_village_i_tre_moschettieri/
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Via Monte San Michele, 7 
44022 Lido di Pomposa - Comacchio (FE)

POMPOSA 
RESIDENCE

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 3.3
Wheelchair 2.9
Family 3.5
Senior 2.5
Hearing 1.5
Seeing 1.0
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A POCHI PASSI DAL MARE

A pochissimi passi dal mare di Lido di Pomposa, uno dei sette 
Lidi di Comacchio, sorge il nuovissimo Pomposa Residence, pronto 
ad accoglierti per una vacanza in pieno relax e divertimento. 
Spaziosi trilocali o quadrilocali sono a tua disposizione con tutte le 
comodità: angolo cottura attrezzato, TV, aria condizionata e spazio 
esterno privato completo di barbecue in muratura, per godere 
della tranquillità che circonda il residence.

Potrai inoltre usufruire del ristorante interno, pronto a deliziarti 
con gustose pizze e i migliori piatti della tradizione emiliano-
romagnola. Il servizio spiaggia è attivo presso il “Bagno Sagano”, 
caratterizzato da sabbia finissima, e da un ambiente spazioso e 
raffinato, con piscina e giochi per il divertimento dei tuoi bambini. 
Il nostro Team di animazione inoltre saprà coinvolgerti per 
regalarti momenti di puro divertimento!

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio • Pomposa Residence
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NON SOLO MARE

Tranquillità e spazi verdi sono le caratteristiche principali 
della zona in cui è posizionato il Pomposa Residence, pronto 
ad accogliervi ed offrirvi tutti i comfort che vi garantiranno una 
vacanza in pieno relax e divertimento in Emilia Romagna.  
Oltre alla spiaggia c’è di più: Il territorio in cui siamo inseriti è il 
Parco del Delta del Po, luogo ideale per una vacanza all’insegna del 
benessere tra mare, natura e cultura!

Un’oasi di biodiversità tra le più belle e fascinose d’Italia, che 
offre itinerari naturalistici per tutti: dal giro in barca tra le Valli di 
Comacchio, alle passeggiate a cavallo, ai percorsi in bicicletta o a 
piedi, alle visite alle città d’arte come Ravenna e Ferrara. Un vero 
paradiso naturale tutto da scoprire, dove è possibile unire il relax 
allo sport all’aria aperta, senza rinunciare al divertimento con la 
famiglia o con i propri bambini.

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio • Pomposa Residence
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EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio • Pomposa Residence

INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 7 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 98 km
Phone +39 0533 675 400
Pets welcome

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-emilia_romagna-lido_di_pomposa_ferrara-residence_accessibile-pomposa_residence/


AWARDS2020
Family
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Viale Libia, 133 
44020 Lido delle Nazioni - Comacchio (FE)

TAHITI CAMPING & 
THERMAE BUNGALOW PARK

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 2.7
Wheelchair 3.0
Family 4.0
Senior 3.7
Hearing 1.5
Seeing 1.5
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EMILIA ROMAGNA • Comacchio • Tahiti Camping & Thermae Bungalow Park

INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 9 km
Nearest train station 25 km
Nearest airport 100 km
Phone +39 0533 379 500
Pets welcome

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-emilia_romagna-lido_delle_nazioni_ferrara-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-tahiti_camping_e_thermae_bungalow_park/
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Ferrara
Nella città “avventurosa” dell’Ariosto, dove il pane profuma l’aria 

e le due ruote sfrecciano incessanti sui ciottolati, il turista assapora 
angoli artistici e culturali passeggiando lungo le suggestive vie 
medievali o sulle mura rinascimentali; ascolta le testimonianze del 
passato nei caratteristici musei; ammira la grande pittura quattro-
cinquecentesca fino alla contemporanea; s’interroga al Museo 
Nazionale dell’Ebraismo… E se il centro cittadino non rende sazio 
l’avido viaggiatore, nei dintorni attendono le nobili Delizie della 
corte estense, svago dei duchi, vestigia di una ricca epoca.

EMILIA ROMAGNA
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Via Giuseppe Garibaldi, 93 
44121 Ferrara (FE)

HOTEL 
CARLTON

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Ferrara

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 1.7
Wheelchair 3.0
Family 2.2
Senior 3.5
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0
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EMILIA ROMAGNA • Ferrara • Hotel Carlton

INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 9 km
Nearest train station 1 km
Nearest airport 47 km
Phone +39 0532 211 130
Pets welcome

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-emila_romagna-ferrara_ferrara-hotel-accessibile-hotel_carlton/
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Lidi Ravennati
Ideali per rigenerare corpo e mente, i lidi ravennati sono 

immersi nella natura e possiedono strutture per vivere il mare nel 
massimo comfort, a un passo dai parchi di divertimento. La costa 
si sviluppa per circa quaranta chilometri; le località sono tutte da 
vivere con le loro peculiarità: da Casalborsetti, nel cuore del Parco 
Regionale del Delta del Po, a Marina Romea; da Porto Corsini, 
borgo marinaro, a Marina di Ravenna, approdo per chi ama le 
immersioni; dal Lido di Dante, con la premiata spiaggia, al Lido di 
Classe con la basilica di Sant’Apollinare.

EMILIA ROMAGNA
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Viale delle Nazioni, 301 
48122 Marina di Ravenna (RA)

RIVAVERDE FAMILY 
CAMPING VILLAGE

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Lidi Ravennati

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 2.7
Wheelchair 3.5
Family 4.0
Senior 3.2
Hearing 1.5
Seeing 1.1
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EMILIA ROMAGNA • Lidi Ravennati • Rivaverde Family Camping Village

INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 11 km
Nearest train station 10 km
Nearest airport 83 km
Phone +39 0544 531 084
Only guide dogs are allowed

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-emilia_romagna-marina_di_ravenna-ravenna_accessibile-parco_vacanze_rivaverde/
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Viale Italia, 59 
48123 Marina Romea (RA)

SOLE FAMILY 
CAMPING VILLAGE

EMILIA ROMAGNA • Lidi Ravennati

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 2.3
Wheelchair 3.5
Family 3.7
Senior 3.4
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0
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EMILIA ROMAGNA • Lidi Ravennati • Sole Family Camping Village

INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 18 km
Nearest train station 13 km
Nearest airport 83 km
Phone +39 0544 446 037
Only guide dogs are allowed

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia_emilia_romagna_marina_romea_ravenna-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-villaggio_del_sole_camping_bungalow/
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An improvement plan aimed at tourist Destinations that 
show great dedication to providing Accessible Hospitality to 
tourists through international work methods and standards; and 
that genuinely care for the wellbeing of their citizens and their 
accessibility needs. 

A distinction for tourist Destinations that want to increase their 
visibility on the national and international market of accessible 
tourism, to obtain not only financial gain but also recognition for 
their commitment to accessible, responsible, and sustainable 
tourism.  

A promotional tool for tourist Destinations in national and 
international marketplaces that now require accessible tourism, 
but lack a common reference framework, adequate skills, and 
reliable information to address these requirements in Italy.  

What’s  
the next 

destination?

DESTINATION4ALL
Same place, same price, more tourists
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• DMO
• ODG (Management bodies  

of the Destination)
• Consortia
• Trade Associations
• Italian Municipalities
• Product Clubs
• Wine and Tastes roads
• etc.

Accessible Hospitality is a virtue rather than a business 
opportunity. A barometer of civilisation in the tourist destinations 
that people choose for their holidays. 

For more information
+39 338 8811312
direzione@villageforall.net

WHO IS 
DESTINATION4ALL
FOR?
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FRIULI VENEZIA GIULIA
A varied land with evocative landscapes that touch the Alps, 

the hills and the Adriatic Sea. The best way to get to know it is 
by bicycle: hills, marshy waters, villages, meadows, and ancient 
borghi provide the backdrop for itineraries full of history. The cycle 
path from Buja to Udine is a dirt track that can also be travelled 
on horseback or on foot all year round. From Aquileia to Mount 
Lussari, a 200-kilometre-long route crosses the Friuli region in 
all its morphological richness, with dirt roads, country lanes and 
mountain paths. 
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Lignano Sabbiadoro
From the iconic Terrazza a Mare, pedalling at a moderate pace, 

you can follow a ring-route that skirts the sea, the river and the 
lagoon – it’s the cycle path that, through different panoramic points, 
reaches and runs along the coast of Lignano Riviera and Lignano 
Pineta. You can also discover the fishing valleys and the seaside 
villages by taking the bike from the beach of Lignano Sabbiadoro 
and loading it onto a flat-bottomed boat; and from there appreciate 
beauty in nature with a visit to the Punta Verde Zoo Park or the 
Marano Lagoon, the Foci dello Stella regional nature reserve.

FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA
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Viale della Pittura, 9 
33054 Lignano Sabbiadoro (UD)

HOTEL PRESIDENT 
LIGNANO

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.0
Wheelchair 2.5
Family 3.5
Senior 2.9
Hearing 1.4
Seeing 1.0

FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA • Lignano Sabbiadoro
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 16 km
Nearest train station 17 km
Nearest airport 94 km
Phone  +39 0431 423 932
Pets welcome

FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA • Lignano Sabbiadoro • Hotel President Lignano

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-friuli_venezia_giulia-lignano_sabbiadoro_udine-hotel_accessibile-hotel_president_lignano/
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Pordenone
A small town that is every bit as good as larger cities, with 

more artistic views, remains dating back to the Middle Age and 
the Renaissance, traces of the Gothic and Venetian periods; the 
churches, the Duomo and the Palazzo Comunale, the piazze, the 
frescoed façades of the buildings. Crossing it on foot, hours pass 
by as peacefully as a river does, like the Noncello, once a thriving 
river port, now a natural oasis of dense vegetation.  Tradition is 
still alive in the old cotton mills and ceramic factories. The nearby 
towns of Spilimbergo and Sacile are imbued with history.

FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA
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Via Giuseppe Mazzini, 43 
33170 Pordenone (PN)

BEST WESTERN PLUS PARK 
HOTEL PORDENONE

FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA • Pordenone

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.7
Wheelchair 3.0
Family 3.0
Senior 2.9
Hearing 2.1
Seeing 1.7
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FRIULI-VENEZIA GIULIA • Pordenone • Best Western Plus Park Hotel Pordenone

INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 1 km
Nearest train station 0,7 km
Nearest airport 68 km
Phone  +39 0434 279 01
Pets welcome

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-friuli_venezia_giulia-pordenone-hotel_accessibile-best_western_park_hotel_pordenone/
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LAZIO
In the name of slow, religious and gastronomic tourism, the 

region of Lazio offers a variety of walking paths: from the Via 
Francigena to the Cammino di San Benedetto and the Cammino di 
San Francesco. Throughout the different legs, quaint little borghi 
pop up, such as Sermoneta, Anagni, Sutri... Scenic landscapes 
and gardens, such as the magical Ninfa Garden, and other unique 
itineraries unfold before tourists from Tuscia to Sabina. Countless 
agriturismi call for a relaxed country life, with good food, arts and 
crafts, horse riding, picnics and fishing.
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Roma
The capital is full of opportunities; rich in history and art, it’s the 

starting point for all kinds of itineraries, including nature trails dating 
back to the Renaissance to the first half of the 20th century. You can walk 
through the city’s neighbourhoods to discover urban transformations, 
archaeology, street art, momentous events in the history of architecture 
and art, cinema... Each route (from Garbatella to Trastevere, from Tor 
Pignattara to Centocelle) invites you to immerse yourself in a unique 
atmosphere. The same goes for the bike experiences to explore the 
Appia Antica, the Lungo Tevere and the river Aniene. 

LAZIO



AWARDS2020
Perception
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Via Pietro De Francisci 
00165 Roma

CASA SAN JUAN 
DE AVILA

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.0
Wheelchair 3.6
Family 2.5
Senior 3.7
Hearing 3.0
Seeing 2.5

LAZIO • Roma
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 2 km
Nearest train station 3 km
Nearest airport 10 km
Phone +39 0688 801 391
Pets welcome

LAZIO • Roma • Casa San Juan De Avila

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-lazio-roma-casa_per_ferie_accessibile-casa_san_juan_de_avila/
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Tarquinia
Considered one of the four metropolises of southern Etruria, 

Tarquinia is a favourite destination for history enthusiasts: 
the archaeological site of the Ara della Regina Sanctuary (the 
largest known Etruscan temple), the Necropolis and the National 
Archaeological Museum are inexhaustible sources of information. 
Nature lovers will enjoy this destination, too.  It’s only a short 
distance from the Tyrrhenian beaches, with charming countryside, 
and a panorama enriched by the Monti della Tolfa overlooking 
Monte Argentario and the Island of Giglio. 

LAZIO
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Via Aurelia km 102, Strada Litoranea km 2,5 
01016 Tarquinia (VT)

CAMPING VILLAGE 
RIVA DEI TARQUINI

LAZIO • Tarquinia

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.3
Wheelchair 3.0
Family 3.5
Senior 2.6
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.4
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LAZIO • Tarquinia • Camping Village Riva dei Tarquini

INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 13 km
Nearest train station 14 km
Nearest airport 95 km
Phone +39 0766 814 027
Only guide dogs are allowed

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-lazio-tarquinia_viterbo-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-camping_village_riva_dei_tarquini/
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LIGURIA
The region is a great reservoir for outdoor adventures. Its 

most unspoilt natural areas, the Cinque Terre, offer an extensive 
network of paths suitable for all types of travellers – there 
are around 48 routes linking these borghi to the coast with 
exceptional scenery. You can also explore the cycling path of 
“Riviera dei Fiori” coastal park; the forty kilometres on the track of 
the Milan-Sanremo; or the path that follows the Gulf of Tigullio... 
but it is also an interesting experience to tour Genoa by bike, 
riding on lifts and funiculars.
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Deiva Marina
Green slopes that gently roll down to the sea and to mysterious 

inlets; trekking paths carved out of the salt routes, Deiva Marina 
is characterised by the coexistence of rock and water with lush 
Mediterranean vegetation. The most fascinating itineraries 
include the one leading to Framura or Moneglia alongside terrace 
cultivation; not far from the coast there’s the Mezzema-Incisa-
Deiva or the Deiva-Vigo-Castagnola; or the more challenging 
itinerary of the Passo del Bracco that leads to Monte S. Nicolao, 
whose well-designed bends are also suitable for two-wheelers.

LIGURIA
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Piazza Doria, 3 
19013 Deiva Marina (SP)

RESIDENCE 
KRISS

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy not provided for

Wheelchair 3.5
Family 3.6
Senior 3.2
Hearing 1.8
Seeing 1.4

LIGURIA • Deiva Marina
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 30 km
Nearest train station 0,3 km
Nearest airport 68 km
Phone +39 0187 815 934
Pets welcome 

LIGURIA • Deiva Marina • Residence Kriss

http://www.villageforall.net/it/italia-liguria-deiva_marina_la_spezia_residence_accessibile-residence_kriss/
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DiGi Project has over 10 years of experience in the creation and 
production of high-quality fixed and portable pool lifts with the 
aim of eliminating architectural barriers in aquatic settings. The 
first Italian company to patent aids that make it easier for disabled 
people to enter the water and move around, such as their BluOne, 
the first portable pool lift that could carry and lift a person at the 
same time. Many models are available, both mobile and fixed, 
with exclusive features to meet different needs: electric operation, 
seat rotation system, complete autonomy... and much more!

DIGI PROJECT
Autonomy for all
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DiGi Project lifts allow the user to dive into the water safely and 
comfortably, making the experience more enjoyable. They are 
also easy to handle and are provided with safety equipment.  The 
production is exclusively made in Italy and is a certified medical 
device registered with the Italian Ministry of Health as per Council 
Directive 93/42/EEC. DiGi Project’s great commitment has been 
recognised by the European Union with the European Patent 
of Industrial Invention and utility model PCT IT2006000014 and 
Utility Patent 1835878.

DiGi Project S.n.c.
Sede legale e stabilim.: via Moro, 25 - 46020 Pegognaga (MN)
+39 0376 528788 - info@digiproject .biz - www.digiproject.biz
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LOMBARDY
Eclectic Milan, evocative Mantua, romantic Sirmione... what is 

the first place to visit in this region of endless variety? The region 
features centres teeming with all sorts of activities, with hiking 
and urban trekking routes for all ages. Many kilometres can be 
covered along the waterways (Navigli, Canale Villoresi, Mincio for 
example), creating opportunities to visit the architectural remains 
along the routes. Other spectacular locations can be found along 
walking trails in Bergamo Orobic Alps Park. 
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Desenzano del Garda
Wander around the historic centre for elegant shop windows 

and gelaterie; take a look at the castle, the cathedral, the mosaics 
and the excavations of the Roman villa; go to the harbour and 
stroll along the lake towards the lighthouse for a panoramic view 
of Lake Garda; rent a boat and enjoy the sunset on the water 
among colourful sails; or organise a nice day trip by booking a 
ferry or a boat and reach the tourist resorts on the eastern shore. 
That’ s how you experience Desenzano, swimming, picnicking at 
Parco Le Ninfee and birdwatching in the nature reserve.

LOMBARDY



AWARDS2020
Family
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Strada vicinale San Francesco 
25015 Desenzano del Garda (BS)

SAN FRANCESCO 
CAMPING VILLAGE

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.0
Wheelchair 3.6
Family 2.5
Senior 3.7
Hearing 3.0
Seeing 2.5

LOMBARDY • Desenzano del Garda
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A 5-STAR HOLIDAY FOR ALL

Camping Village San Francesco is a modern facility situated in a 
wonderful position at the very entrance of the Sirmione peninsula 
with a stunning view of the entire lake. Founded in 1963 by Italian 
engineer Folco Facchini, it is still run by the family, always abreast 
of developments in the open-air holiday sector. 

Surrounded by lush green gardens with their ever-changing 
colours and scents throughout spring and summer. The imposing 
ash tree near the reception desk is a specimen of the ancient 
forest. Today, the ash trees continue to shade our pitches and 
mobile homes. 

Next to the Camping Village lies the famous San Francesco 
wetland, a natural oasis for bird watching enthusiasts where 
various protected species of flora and fauna live, including 
mallards, grebes, grey herons, etc.

LOMBARDY • Desenzano del Garda • San Francesco Camping Village
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BREATHTAKING VIEWS AWAIT

An ideal location for holidays with your partner, family or 
friends, it is the starting point for cycling or walking tours of the 
Moraine Hills to discover the history of the Italian Risorgimento, 
enjoying the panorama of the Lugana wine vineyards and 
savouring the culinary specialities typical of the lake. Unmissable 
excursions for nature enthusiasts and for a few hours enjoying 
culture and fun. 

Boat tours depart directly from the jetty at the Camping Village 
bound for the most beautiful places on the lake: Sirmione Castle, 
the Grotte di Catullo, Desenzano, the fortress of Manerba and 
many more. 

Sirmione’s two thermal centres offer countless wellness 
treatments at the spa where, immersed in thermal water, you can 
rediscover balance and harmony.

LOMBARDY • Desenzano del Garda • San Francesco Camping Village
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A STRESS-FREE STAY

The perfect place to enjoy a relaxing holiday, having fun and 
communing with the wonderful natural surroundings of Lake 
Garda, staying in modern and functional mobile homes that can 
accommodate 4 to 7 people, fully equipped and designed to 
accommodate people with reduced mobility. Pitches of various 
sizes are available, all are equipped with electrical supply and 
conveniently located to reach the fully renovated toilet blocks, 
with the possibility of private bathrooms for exclusive use. Treat 
yourself to a refreshing break in the village’s many shaded areas 
or try your hand at tournaments and group games in our sports 
facilities. Refresh yourself in the amazing swimming pool equipped 
with a pool lift, among lagoons, whirlpools and brand-new water 
games. Savour the delicious dishes served in our restaurant 
pizzeria.

LOMBARDY • Desenzano del Garda • San Francesco Camping Village
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PLENTY OF SERVICES AND AMENITIES

All the comforts you may need are within the Camping Village. 
Have a try at the restaurant’s delicious menu including local and 
international specialities, as well as tasty pizzas. Also available as a 
takeaway. 

You can also do your shopping at the supermarket, which offers 
gluten-free products as well as products suitable for other food 
intolerances. You will also find a large selection of inflatables, 
children’s games, camping equipment and camping gaz to ensure 
that nothing is missing from your holiday. And also specific 
products for your furry friends! 

The entire facility – including the Restaurant-Bar-Pizzeria, the 
three new sets of toilet blocks with accessible family toilets, and 
the 10 mobile homes – has been designed with people with motor 
disabilities in mind.

LOMBARDY • Desenzano del Garda • San Francesco Camping Village
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 7 km
Nearest train station 5 km
Nearest airport 32 km
Phone +39 030 9110 245
Pets welcome

LOMBARDY • Desenzano del Garda • San Francesco Camping Village

http://www.villageforall.net/it/italia-lombardia-desenzano_del_garda_brescia-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-camping_village_san_francesco/
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THE MARCHES
Mountains, sea, art cities, wine and food traditions: a complete 

package for slow tourism in a region of excellent and varied 
itineraries. From visits to national and regional parks to oases 
and nature reserves, it’s full of excellent destinations for trekking 
enthusiasts. From ancient and spectacular abbeys to noble 
residences and old farmhouses transformed into agriturismi, 
where you can commune with nature and authenticity; historical 
routes in Montefeltro following the traces of Piero della Francesca’s 
landscapes, and literary breaks in search of Leopardi in his Recanati.
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Cupra Marittima
A town on the lower coast of the Marches, Cupra Marittima is 

surrounded by the hills of Sant’Andrea, Marano and Boccabianca. 
Besides to the opportunities for seaside tourism, it offers nature 
walks, for example through the Grisostomi Garden and Villa 
Grisostomi, which are particularly interesting for the rare plant 
species that grow there, such as myrtle and lentisk. Cycling 
enthusiasts can also take the Costa Picena cycle path to Porto 
d’Ascoli: the difference in height is minimal and the view is 
particularly panoramic and evocative. 

THE MARCHES



AWARDS2020
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Via Ernesto Di Fiori, 11 
63064 Cupra Marittima (AP)

CASA ALBERGO 
LIBERTY

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 2.0
Wheelchair 4.2
Family 3.3
Senior 4.0
Hearing 2.5
Seeing 1.5

THE MARCHES • Cupra Marittima
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 10 km
Nearest train station 1 km
Nearest airport 84 km
Phone +39 0735 778 404
Pets welcome 

THE MARCHES • Cupra Marittima • Casa Albergo Liberty

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-marche-cupra_marittima_ascoli_piceno-casa_albergo_accessibile-casa_albergo_liberty/


AWARDS2020
AccessibilityWeb
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Via John Fitzgerald Kennedy, 32 
63064 Cupra Marittima (AP)

RESIDENCE 
I DELFINI

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 2.0
Wheelchair 3.6
Family 3.0
Senior 4.6
Hearing 1.8
Seeing 1.9

THE MARCHES • Cupra Marittima
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INFORMATION 
Opening Summer 
Nearest hospital 10 km
Nearest train station 1 km
Nearest airport 84 km
Phone +39 0735 778 404
Pets welcome 

THE MARCHES • Cupra Marittima • Residence I Delfini

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-marche-cupra_marittima_ascoli_piceno-residence_accessibile-residence_i_delfini/
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Lungomare Romita, 33 
63064 Cupra Marittima (AP)

CHALET  
ALTA MAREA

ACCESSIBLE BEACH 

The beach is architectural barrier-free and features beach 
umbrellas and loungers, hot and cold showers, toy storage, and 
accessible bathrooms. It is broad, well-kept, and cleaned daily. 

Guests can be provided with Offcarr Sand & Sea amphibious 
beach wheelchair, and with raised sun loungers. 

All floors and paths are paved, and on the beach there are 
plastic walkways to make it easier to reach the shore with 
wheelchairs.

THE MARCHES • Cupra Marittima
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 10 km
Nearest train station 2 km
Nearest airport 84 km
Phone +39 328 6691506
Only guide dogs are allowed 

THE MARCHES • Cupra Marittima • Chalet Alta Marea

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/italia-marche-cupra_marittima_ascoli_piceno-stabilimento_balneare_accessibile-chalet_alta_marea/
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Offida
Situated on a rocky spur between the Tesino and Tronto valleys, 

the borgo of Offida is pleasant to visit, both for its tranquillity and 
for its largely medieval buildings. Its fountains are a gem of artistic 
and architectural value, particularly the Merlettaie fountain at the 
entrance – Offida is renowned for the art of bobbin lace (merletto 
in Italian). Tourists can experience this by strolling through the 
streets of the city centre to the sound of the wooden spindles 
tapping rhythmically under the skilful hands of the women who 
are constantly working on this craft.

THE MARCHES
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Viale della Repubblica, 50 
63073 Offida (AP)

BORGO 
OFFIDA

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy not provided for

Wheelchair 3.9
Family 3.0
Senior 4.1
Hearing 2.3
Seeing 1.0

THE MARCHES • Offida
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 20 km
Nearest train station 19 km
Nearest airport 95 km
Phone +39 0735 778 404
Pets welcome

THE MARCHES • Offida • Borgo Offida

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/borgo-offida/
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APULIA
800 km of coastline make Apulia a popular destination for 

beach lovers, but this region also includes endless plains, art 
cities and folkloristic historic borghi, olive groves and unparalleled 
flavours. Against the backdrop of limestone landscapes, trekkers 
and mountain bikers can cross protected areas, sheep-tracks and 
gentle slopes, indulging in literary and culinary delights while 
on bike rides, as well as in tastings and guided tours to discover 
authentic shops, medieval churches and olive oil mills. For a 
unique diving experience, take the ferry to the Tremiti Islands.
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Ugento
The locality boasts a variety of landscapes: the hinterland is 

characterised by expanses of olive groves and vineyards, and 
then gives way to the white, sandy beaches known as Marine di 
Ugento. Hikes in the area lead to the karst gullies of the so-called 
gravinelle. Ugento is also an Art City of Apulia, while its “Litorale 
di Ugento” Regional Nature Park is an important wilderness area 
where to explore canals and basins, practice birdwatching, beach- 
and cave-trekking. There are many paths leading to relaxation and 
communion with nature.

APULIA
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Litoranea Gallipoli - Santa Maria di Leuca 
73095 Ugento (LE)

RIVA DI UGENTO 
CAMPING RESORT

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.0
Wheelchair 3.5
Family 4.0
Senior 3.2
Hearing 2.3
Seeing 1.1

APULIA • Ugento
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A RESORT FOR FAMILIES

This resort directly overlooks the marvellous Ionian Sea and is 
surrounded by impressive Mediterranean pinewoods; it is an ideal 
destination for the whole family.

The beach is white, soft and sandy, making for one of the most 
enchanting stretches of coast in Salento. Since it slowly declines 
towards the crystal-clear sea, it’s a perfect place for children or for 
anyone 

who loves long and relaxing walks on the shore. There is a 
panoramic restaurant right on the beach, crossed by paved 
walkways and equipped with umbrellas and loungers; beach 
wheelchairs are also available. 

If you are a fitness lover there is a fitness trail with 18 stations 
for freestyle or gear gymnastics; you will also find tennis and 
basketball courts, bocce courts, swimming pools and much more!

APULIA • Ugento • Riva di Ugento Camping Resort
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MANY ACCOMODATION TYPES

There are wide shaded pitches (provided with TV SAT, and fresh 
water and waste water disposal) for caravans and tents, next to 
fully equipped sanitary services. 

Mobile homes and caravans surrounded by lush vegetation are 
a perfect solution for those who love nature, but at the same time 
can’t do without the ease of a modern seaside facility.  

In the resort, there are 10 spacious mobile homes suitable for 
people with motor disabilities. 

Many amenities are available at the heart of the campsite, 
in order to share and enjoy recreational activities in a common 
space. Also, a supermarket, a bar & restaurant, a pharmacy selling 
OTC, and a beauty salon.

APULIA • Ugento • Riva di Ugento Camping Resort
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 19 km
Nearest train station 16 km
Nearest train station 111 km
Phone +39 0833 933 600
Only guide dogs are allowed

APULIA • Ugento • Riva di Ugento Camping Resort

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-puglia-ugento_lecce-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-camping_resort_riva_di_ugento/
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SARDINIA
Santa Teresa di Gallura, Baia Sardinia and Stintino are some of 

the destinations worth visiting in this region of unspoilt nature. 
Well-known locations alongside less-travelled routes, where you 
can savour the local authenticity. For example, Mamoiada, with 
its Museum of Mediterranean Masks and its typical cheese; an 
excursion along the Rio Flumineddu on the Gorropu Canyon paths 
among aromatic plants; Posada, an enchanted municipality in the 
Baronia region; Capo Comino with its old lighthouse and its white 
beach and turquoise sea.
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Palau
A tourist resort in Gallura, awfully close to the Costa Smeralda, 

Palau is the starting point for ferry and boat excursions to the 
Maddalena Archipelago. Once ashore, you are invited to visit the 
old town with its narrow alleys and ancient buildings, then enjoy 
the blue lagoons and heavenly beaches. An excursion to Capo 
d’Orso, a few kilometres from the centre of Palau, is not to be 
missed: the path between the rocks, which will take about fifteen 
minutes, opens up to a grandiose panorama that will leave you 
breathless.

SARDEGNA



Località Porto Pollo 
07020 Palau (OT)

VILLAGGIO ISOLA 
DEI GABBIANI

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE 
Food Allergy 3.0
Wheelchair 3.0
Family 3.0
Senior 3.3
Hearing 1.5
Seeing 1.0

SARDEGNA • Palau
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 40 km
Nearest train station 40 km
Nearest airport 40 km
Phone +39 0789 704 019
Pets welcome 

SARDEGNA • Palau • Villaggio Isola dei Gabbiani

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/italia-sardegna-palau-villaggio-isola-dei-gabbiani/
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A Label awarded to equipped beaches, free beaches, and lidos 
that respect the environment and show great care for their guests. 
It’s an independent label delivered by a reliable third party who 
assesses and ensures the application of rigorous quality standards 
of sustainability and accessibility. 

A scheme aimed at acknowledging the implementation of eco-
friendly measures ensuring high-quality standards of accessibility 
and hospitality for disabled people, senior citizens, families with 
small children, people with food intolerances, etc. 

The adopted procedural framework provides guidelines around 
ten topics, which represent the cornerstones of ecology.

ECOSPIAGGE PER TUTTI
Sustainable, Responsible, Accessible
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Environmental and social: production and management of 
waste, management of energy resources, management of 
water resources, food and gastronomy, sustainable transport, 
accessibility and inclusion, sustainable shopping, valorisation 
of cultural and environmental assets, noise, 
communication, and environmental education. 

The Ecospiagge Label has been developed 
by Legambiente and Village for all and it 
guarantees the quality of the facilities through 
on-site inspections.

WHO CAN APPLY?
• Managers of equipped beaches
• Cooperatives of seaside entrepreneurs
• Consortia of seaside entrepreneurs
• Municipalities, only for beaches under their management
• Organisations, only for beaches under their management 

https://www.legambienteturismo.it/ecospiagge/
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SICILY
The region is so rich in cultural, artistic, natural and gastronomic 

heritage that you really need to know how to take it in small doses 
to fully appreciate every corner, atmosphere and product without 
exploding like a cream babà! Besides guided tours within the main 
cities, there are also cycling itineraries, such as those along the 
sea paths of Macari and the ancient borgo of Castelluzzo; as well 
as excursions to the Egadi Islands by sailing boat departing from 
Trapani; or walking tours such as the Magna Via Francigena, one of 
the best in Italy. 
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Siracusa
The city offers a variety of itineraries for an in-depth visit, 

ranging from the classical, with the Neapolis Archaeological Park, 
to the Early Christian, with the San Giovanni alle Catacombe 
Church. From there, on to Piazza Duomo, the Bellomo Museum 
and the Jewish quarter. It is especially pleasant in mild 
temperatures to walk or cycle along the Rossana Maiorca cycle 
path, where you can take it easy and relax, possibly bathing in the 
crystal-clear seawater. The entire length of the path follows the 
coastline up to the island of Ortigia.

SICILY



Via per Canicattini, 28 
96100 Siracusa (SR)

AGRITURISMO 
CASE DAMMA

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.3
Wheelchair 3.5
Family 2.4
Senior 3.0
Hearing 2.3
Seeing 1.0

SICILY • Siracusa
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INFORMATION
Opening All year 
Nearest hospital 6 km
Nearest train station 5 km
Nearest airport 58 km
Phone +39 3358 086 513
Pets welcome

SICILY • Siracusa • Agriturismo Case Damma

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-sicilia-siracusa-agriturismo_accessibile-agriturismo_case-damma/
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TUSCANY
Historical, religious and scenic itineraries are the perfect 

opportunity for tourists wishing to explore the region in any 
possible way. On foot, the Via Francigena, the Via Senese or the Via 
Romea will enrich your experience. By bicycle, from the Viareggio 
seafront to the borghi of Pietrasanta and Forte dei Marmi you can 
admire the sea view. The Grand Tour of the Maremma, surrounded 
by greenery, opens up immense views of the countryside. A perfect 
combination of horse riding and Tuscany is achieved in the forests of 
Casentino, Garfagnana and the Chianti countryside. 
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Castiglione della Pescaia
Traditionally a seaside resort, Castiglione della Pescaia features 

a series of attractions that offer a multifaceted perspective on the 
town. Besides the beaches and promenades by the Port to enjoy 
the sea breeze, or along the characteristic alleyways of its oldest 
areas, there are other paths that were once religious ways walked 
by the Saints who have left their mark on the religious traditions 
of the area. Following such enthralling itineraries is a means of 
taking part in the history, legends and art of these areas.

TUSCANY
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SP 158 Km 26,5 Località Le Marze 
Castiglione della Pescaia (GR)

CAMPING 
INTERNAZIONALE ETRURIA

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.3
Wheelchair 2.7
Family 3.0
Senior 3.5
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0

TUSCANY • Castiglione della Pescaia
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 20 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0564 933 483
Only guide dogs are allowed

TUSCANY • Castiglione della Pescaia • Camping Internazionale Etruria

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/italia-toscana-castiglione-della-pescaia_grosseto-camping-internazionale-etruria/
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Croce di Lucignano
A small village in the municipality of Lucignano near Arezzo; an 

area of Tuscany of great beauty, ideal for excursions through the 
woods to discover fortresses and sanctuaries. Several trails are 
accessible around the area, such as the Sentiero della Bonifica, 
which runs for about sixty kilometres along the Chiana’s main 
canal and is recommended for those who wish to cycle or walk 
peacefully in a protected area. Or you can reach other little gems 
in a short time: Foiano della Chiana, Monte San Savino, Castiglion 
Fiorentino…

TUSCANY



AWARDS2020
Mobility

AWARDS2020
SeniorCitizen
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Selve Di Sotto 89/C 
52046 Croce di Lucignano (AR)

CASA VACANZE 
I GIRASOLI

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.0
Wheelchair 4.6
Family 2.7
Senior 4.5
Hearing 1.4
Seeing 1.3

TUSCANY • Croce di Lucignano
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 20 km
Nearest train station 35 km
Nearest airport 75 km
Phone +39 0575 819 020
Pets welcome

TUSCANY • Croce di Lucignano • Casa Vacanze I Girasoli

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-toscana-croce_di_lucignano_arezzo-villaggio_accessibile-casa_vacanze_i_girasoli/
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Florence
You should design a detailed plan to better enjoy a city of such 

high cultural significance: Florence should be experienced in an 
organised way, not to miss the endless series of awe-inspiring 
sights greeting tourists. You might then choose a tour of the city 
centre in the oldest quarter near the Duomo; or follow an itinerary 
to discover the Italian Renaissance between the Bargello and the 
Uffizi; then the Oltrarno, San Miniato... and of course explore 
the many paths combining faith, art and nature through Dante’s 
homeland, such as the Via Francigena and the Via degli Dei.

TUSCANY
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Via de’ Cerretani, 54/R 
50123 Firenze (FI)

HOTEL LAURUS 
AL DUOMO

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy not provided for

Wheelchair* 1.9
Family 1.0
Senior* 2.2
Hearing 1.4
Seeing 1.1

TUSCANY • Florence

* Accommodation unit 
without accessible bathroom
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 0,7 km
Nearest train station 0,5 km
Nearest airport 7 km
Phone +39 055 2381 752
Pets welcome

TUSCANY • Florence • Hotel Laurus Al Duomo

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-toscana-firenze-hotel_accessibile-hotel_laurus_al_duomo/
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Borgo San Jacopo, 3/R 
50125 Firenze (FI)

HOTEL PITTI PALACE 
AL PONTE VECCHIO

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.7
Wheelchair* 1.9
Family 1.4
Senior* 2.0
Hearing 1.1
Seeing 1.0

TUSCANY • Florence

* Accommodation unit 
without accessible bathroom
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 1 km
Nearest train station 1,4 km
Nearest airport 8 km
Phone +39 055 2398 711
Pets welcome

TUSCANY • Florence • Hotel Pitti Palace Al Ponte Vecchio

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-toscana-firenze-hotel_accessibile-hotel_pitti_palace_al_ponte_vecchio/
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Piombino
Piombino is one of the first towns on the Costa Etrusca, jutting 

out into the sea and facing the islands of the Tuscan Archipelago. 
Its centre is a living testament of mediaeval and Renaissance 
vestiges; the spirit of Leonardo da Vinci “lingers on”, leading 
tourists on a tour of the places he studied. The area boasts 
farms and wineries where you can taste excellent products. It 
takes just a short time to get to other lovely centres such as 
the Archaeological Park of Baratti and Populonia, Suvereto and 
Campiglia Marittima. 

TUSCANY
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Via Carbonifera, 14 - Località Torre Mozza 
57025 Vignale Riotorto (LI)

CAMPING VILLAGE 
PAPPASOLE

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 1.7
Wheelchair 3.0
Family 3.5
Senior 3.5
Hearing 1.5
Seeing 1.0

TUSCANY • Piombino
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 20 km
Nearest train station 7 km
Nearest airport 100 km
Phone +39 0565 20 414
Pets welcome

TUSCANY • Piombino • Camping Village Pappasole

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/italia-toscana-livorno-piombino-vignale-riotorto-camping-pappasole/
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TRENTINO-SOUTH TYROL 
Local cultures and traditions blend with the beauties of nature. You’ll 

learn everything about agriculture and livestock breeding; Alpine farms 
and farmsteads have their doors open so you can get up close and 
personal with animals, products and herbs. The region offers plenty of 
opportunities for soft mobility with its long cycle paths. Lesser-known 
yet unique destinations can be reached by train, bus and cable car. There 
are lots of free or themed walks: among the memories of the First World 
War or in the midst of the earth Pyramids... of Segonzano; on the ancient 
Roman roads Via Claudia Augusta or Via Romea Germanica.
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Arco
The scent of olive trees, mild temperatures and fresh air 

envelop tourists who come to this little town. Nestled in the 
north of the Altogarda plain, in the valley of the Sarca river, this 
area is a pleasant place to stay, whether you enjoy climbing, 
going to the beach or a nice walk from the fortified old town to 
the beautiful Castle, an ancient fortress with towers dominating 
the surroundings. A cycle path connects Arco to Lake Garda, and 
cycling along it, almost touching the water, you can get to town 
without too much elevation gain.

TRENTINO-SOUTH TYROL



Via Legionari Cecoslovacchi, 24 
38062 Arco (TN)

CAMPING 
ZOO

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.0
Wheelchair* 2.2
Family 3.0
Senior* 3.0
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0

TRENTINO-SOUTH TYROL • Arco

* Accommodation unit 
without accessible bathroom
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 3 km
Nearest train station 2 km
Nearest airport 84 km
Phone +39 0464 516 232
Only guide dogs are allowed

TRENTINO-SOUTH TYROL • Arco • Camping Zoo

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-trentino_alto_adige_trento-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-camping_zoo/
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Riva del Garda
After a slightly windy morning spent in the waters of Lake 

Garda, the most perfect way to spend the afternoon is a nice stroll 
along the lakefront from the centre to Forte San Niccolò. The tour 
continues to the quaint village of Torbole, enjoying the cool shade 
and the benches or simply renting a bike. Another possible scenic 
route is through the Ponale road, which connects Riva to Val di 
Ledro. Alternatively, you can go on an excursion to the Varone 
waterfall and visit a winery on the way back ending the day on a 
high note with an aperitivo.

TRENTINO-SOUTH TYROL



Via Fiume, 17 
38066 Riva del Garda (TN)

RESIDENCE 
TRIESTE

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy not provided for

Wheelchair 3.6
Family 2.6
Senior 3.3
Hearing 3.0
Seeing 2.5

TRENTINO-SOUTH TYROL • Riva del Garda
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 4 km
Nearest train station 24 km
Nearest airport 84 km
Phone +39 0464 556 744
Pets welcome

TRENTINO-SOUTH TYROL • Riva del Garda • Residence Trieste

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/residence-trieste/
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San Candido
Streams and meadows, simple walks for everyone in the 3 

Peaks nature park: San Candido is the perfect place for a peaceful 
walk amid spectacular mountain scenery of great beauty and 
geological relevance. An enchanting walk through lush vegetation 
and streams leads from the centre to the ancient thermal springs; 
other easy hikes wind through the meadows to Versciaco, or 
through the larch forest. If you are fit enough, there is a wide 
choice of hiking trails in the Dolomites and if you like cycling, the 
ride downhill to Lienz is a must.

TRENTINO-SOUTH TYROL



Via Drava, 12 
39038 San Candido (BZ)

SPORT HOTEL 
TYROL

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 4.3
Wheelchair 2.5
Family 3.5
Senior 3.5
Hearing 1.8
Seeing 1.0

TRENTINO-SOUTH TYROL • San Candido
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 0,5 km
Nearest train station 0,5 km
Nearest airport 160 km
Phone +39 0474 913 198
Pets welcome

TRENTINO-SOUTH TYROL • San Candido • Sport Hotel Tyrol

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/sporthotel-tyrol-dolomites/
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UMBRIA
Peaceful trips in the “green heart of Italy”: Umbria welcomes the 

desire to enjoy culture and the environment with slow curiosity. At 
Lake Trasimeno, a 160 km route crosses the most important borghi 
in the area; the paths of Perugino in the lands of the Marquis are 
a series of itineraries between Città della Pieve, Paciano, Panicale 
and Piegaro; the Valnerina, with its evocative cycle path, the former 
Spoleto-Norcia railway line, leads to the Marmore Falls. This region 
will enchant you with its atmosphere, through fortresses and 
abbeys, and inspire the rhythm of your steps. 
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Corbara
Corbara, in the municipality of Orvieto, is known for its artificial 

lake, part of the Tiber River Park, a protected natural area in 
Umbria where you can observe rare birds and catch shots of fallow 
deer, as well as go carp fishing. A walk along the banks of the river 
leads you to karstic inlets called Gole del Forello and the caves of 
speleological interest, Bella and Piana. The area is characterised by 
olive groves and vineyards, whose products can be tasted in the 
local agriturismi. 

UMBRIA
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Località Corbara, 7 
05018 Orvieto (TR)

TENUTA DI 
CORBARA

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.0
Wheelchair 2.6
Family 3.2
Senior 3.0
Hearing 1.4
Seeing 1.0

UMBRIA • Orvieto
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 11 km
Nearest train station 12 km
Nearest airport 66 km
Phone +39 0833 933 600
Pets welcome 

UMBRIA • Orvieto • Tenuta di Corbara

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-umbria-corbara_orvieto_terni-agriturismo_accessibile-tenuta_di_corbara_/
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Preci
Preci is a small village nestled in the lush Valnerina valley at 

an altitude of up to 1,490 metres. The area, which is purely 
agricultural, is ideal for a relaxed visit among narrow streets, 
historic architecture, past eras and absolute silence that 
culminates at the Hermitage of San Fiorenzo. The area is mainly 
surrounded by woods. In the villages nearby you can admire 
artworks from the 16th and 17th centuries, and, within 20 km, you 
can reach other villages of cultural interest, such as Norcia or the 
sanctuary of Santa Rita da Cascia. 

UMBRIA
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Località Castelvecchio 
06047 Preci (PG)

AGRICAMPING 
IL COLLACCIO

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.0
Wheelchair 2.8
Family 3.5
Senior 3.1
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0

UMBRIA • Preci
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 19 km
Nearest train station 41 km
Nearest airport 87 km
Phone +39 0743 939 055

+39 0743 939 084
Pets welcome 

UMBRIA • Preci • Agricamping Il Collaccio

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-umbria-preci_perugia-agricamping_accessibile-agricamping_il_collaccio/
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The digital revolution aimed at inclusive tourism, supporting 
participation and access to cultural and leisure experiences.

Emoby’s 100% Italian research and development project has 
created EMOBY TOUR, the IOT micro station that houses two 
electric mobility scooters in just 1.5 m2. 

The only system in the world for electric recharging and self-
service rental of mobility scooters that people with mobility 
needs can book with an app, pick up and then go on to participate 
in any tourist experience, both indoor and outdoor, with an 
unbeatable autonomy of 50 km. 

EMOBY TOUR
Accessible tourism 4.0 
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Emoby is promoting hotel facilities for guests with mobility 
needs in 2021. Throughout 2021, Emoby will install a 100% 
free Emoby Tour station in all participating hotels and resorts, 
enabling them to offer their guests an important service with high 
added value. 

This is the Silver Programme that rewards inclusive tourism! 
The Emoby Tour station is certified Industry 4.0 for its strong 
innovative value and has 100% zero emission thanks to carbon 
credits guaranteed by the RINA label Asja-CO2.

Emoby Development Department Italy
Via San Gregorio, 55 - 20124 Milano (MI)
+39 0287 165830 - info@emoby.it - www.emoby.it
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VENETO
The region offers many suggestive itineraries that can be walked 

or explored by bicycle, camper or canoe. Through the Euganean 
Hills Regional Park, in just one day you can visit waterways, villages 
and fascinating historical centres: from Arquà Petrarca, Monselice, 
Este to Lozzo Atestino and Teolo up to Torreglia, Montegrotto and 
Abano Terme. You can reach villas, castles and religious buildings 
by bicycle. In the Adriatic seaside resorts, in Venice, in Chioggia, 
you can take a ferry from one lido to another and discover all the 
characteristics of Veneto. 
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Abano Terme
The thermal waters can be the last stop on a day of urban 

discovery or nature trekking. From the sanctuary of the Madonna 
della Salute in Monteortone, for example, it takes about two hours 
to climb its namesake hill for a view over the monastic complex; 
or from Monterosso, through Villa Bembiana and its monumental 
park, you can follow a trail far from the city noise that wends its 
way through archaeological findings and a beautiful panorama. 

VENETO
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AWARDS2020
Mobility

AWARDS2020
SeniorCitizen

Via Monteortone, 50 
35031 Abano Terme (PD)

ERMITAGE  
MEDICAL HOTEL

VENETO • Abano Terme

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.0
Wheelchair 4.2
Family 3.0
Senior 4.3
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.4
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SLOW TOURISM IN ABANO TERME

Ermitage Medical Hotel is located at the foot of Monteortone 
hill, in a particularly quiet area, 1 km from the centre of Abano 
Terme. This place has been the destination of pilgrimage since the 
Middle Ages for its thermal springs and for the nearby Sanctuary 
dedicated to the Madonna della Salute. Covering an area of 45000 
m2, the Hotel Park offers all its guests serenity and relaxation 
surrounded by the natural warmth of the spa and the silence of 
its gardens. A starting point for walks along trails that bring you 
in contact with wilderness, discovering a changing nature that 
turns every excursion into a unique experience. Ermitage Medical 
Hotel relies on local resources and the area’s many PDO products, 
offering food and wine tours that respect local traditions and 
promote eco-sustainability. 

VENETO • Abano Terme • Ermitage Medical Hotel
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QUALITY AND PROFESSIONALISM

They guarantee health and wellbeing for all. Thanks to the long 
tradition and commitment of the Maggia family, over the years 
the hotel has completed its tourist offer in a totally inclusive and 
accessible way, fully meeting the needs of the different clients 
by offering totally individual health and wellness programmes 
dedicated to both prevention and physical rehabilitation. 

The services are designed both for guests who need functional 
recovery and the restoration of a healthy balance to return to an 
active life, but also for those who need to switch off, abandon 
frenetic rhythms, and dedicate themselves to idleness. The 
wellness centre is also intended to promote the recovery of 
psycho-physical balance through a selected range of holistic 
treatments and natural cosmetics. 

VENETO • Abano Terme • Ermitage Medical Hotel
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YOU ARE BETTER, YOU FEEL BETTER

At Ermitage Medical Hotel, a partner of the best European 
insurance companies, you receive multi-specialist medical 
advice, social and health care, nursing care, and physical 
rehabilitation medicine; all services are provided individually and 
by professionals, and are perfectly integrated with hospitality, 
wellness and thermal medicine. 

Prevention, protection and physical rehabilitation are primary 
needs which are met in a comprehensive manner, respecting the 
physical and emotional needs of each individual guest through 
a therapeutic approach. Ermitage Medical Hotel removes 
barriers between people because the pleasure of staying there 
is an integral part of effective care. A barrier-free, fully inclusive 
environment defines a model of healthcare and promotes the 
value of independence and active living. 

VENETO • Abano Terme • Ermitage Medical Hotel
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DIVE TO RE-EMERGE

The thermal water, the extraordinary richness of this place 
of wellness immersed in the green of the Euganean Hills, has 
an especially important value in facilitating the activities that 
involve the musculoskeletal system of our body. In the water, 
the body becomes lighter: movements are looser, muscles 
relax, pain is reduced; rehabilitation exercises can be carried 
out with less effort, favouring a gentle and gradual recovery of 
muscular activity. The chemical composition of thermal water also 
effectively and naturally helps overcome chronic inflammation. 

Doctors, physiotherapists and personal trainers follow the guest 
from an integrated point of view, thus maximising the results. 
Plunge into the water to heal, to find yourself, to regenerate... and 
re-emerge.

VENETO • Abano Terme • Ermitage Medical Hotel
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INFORMATION
Opening May-February 
Nearest hospital 4 km
Nearest train station 6 km
Nearest airport 59 km
Phone +39 0498 668 111
Pets welcome

VENETO • Abano Terme • Ermitage Medical Hotel

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-abano_terme_padova-hotel_accessibile-ermitage_bel_air_medical_hotel/
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AWARDS2020
DestinationFor All Bibione

The tranquillity of an extraordinary green heritage meets the 
liveliness of a perfectly serviced seaside resort that is one of the 
most visited in Italy. To discover the nuances of Bibione, the best 
way is to follow the evocative cycle routes that wind their way 
from the wide golden beach, Italy’s first smoke-free beach, to the 
most diverse urban and natural landscapes. An oasis of relaxation 
and adventure, characterised by a long tradition of hospitality, for 
each guest and their family to live their own perfect holiday. 

VENETO
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The Passeggiata Adriatico is an incredible cycle-pedestrian 
path, unique in Europe, that runs parallel to the beach of Bibione. 
Starting from the lagoon, you can cross the town and reach the 
lighthouse on the river Tagliamento. The beach varies in width 
up to 400 m, it alternates stretches of unspoilt coastline and 
equipped areas with distanced beach umbrellas, restaurants, play 
areas, and rescue and first aid stations. Along the route, the scent 
of the sea, EMAS-certified and 30 times Blue Flag site, mingles 
with that of the pine forests and Mediterranean vegetation, 
revealing spectacular views. The passion for cycling in Bibione has 
no limits: 24 tracks and 115 km mapped on Google Maps. 

VENETO • Bibione
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It only takes a few minutes to reach new routes and landscapes, 
thanks to the innovative boat pass services offered by Bibione: 
a new way to explore the area, connecting Bibione to Lignano 
Sabbiadoro and Brussa, allowing visitors to take their bikes with 
them. 

The XRiver crosses the picturesque Tagliamento alpine river, 
one of the rivers with less human impact in Europe, to reach the 
Friulian coast. On the opposite tip of Bibione, where the lagoon 
with its characteristic casoni (typical fishermen’s huts) stretches 
out, you can experience XLagoon, a real boat trip through 
islets and reeds to reach the enchanting natural landscape of 
Vallevecchia.

VENETO • Bibione
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From the coast to the hinterland, Bibione is a pleasure for all 
the senses. Beyond the pinewoods you can find the countryside 
and its farms, with its locally sourced products and characteristic 
vineyards – genuine delicacies that can be tasted in Bibione’s 
restaurants or directly in the farms along the cycle paths. But the 
hinterland of Bibione also offers great emotions to nature lovers, 
who, in addition to rare plants and flowers, can encounter many 
animal species. 

In particular, the Valgrande fishing reserve offers an 
uncontaminated territory, rich in green areas and lakes, ideal for 
bird watching and for spotting wild fallow deer, wild boar and 
horses.

VENETO • Bibione

www.bibione.com
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AWARDS2020
Family

Corso Europa, 49 
30028 Bibione (VE)

APARTHOTEL 
HOLIDAY

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.0
Wheelchair 3.5
Family 3.5
Senior 3.5
Hearing 2.5
Seeing 2.1
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 2 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0431 43 194
Only guide dogs are allowed

VENETO • Bibione • Aparthotel Holiday

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/aparthotel-holiday/
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AWARDS2020
Family

Via del Sagittario, 30 
30028 Bibione (VE)

APARTHOTEL 
IMPERIAL

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.3
Wheelchair 3.5
Family 4.7
Senior 3.5
Hearing 1.4
Seeing 1.8
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APARTHOTEL FACING THE SEA AND DESIGNED FOR FAMILIES

Aparthotel Imperial, centrally located and overlooking the 
wide golden beach of Bibione, is an aparthotel that combines 
the convenience and independence of staying in a spacious 
apartment with the comfort of high-level services, typical of 
a four-star hotel. Spacious two-room and three-room suites 
suitable for children, Wi-Fi, restaurant with personalised menus 
for children and people with food allergies, baby bottle corner 
with everything you need to prepare tasty meals for your babies, 
private beach area, large solarium with three swimming pools 
with a surface of 500 m2, one of which with facilitated access for 
children and people with limited mobility, entertainment from 0 to 
16 years old. These are but some of the inclusive services featured 
by Aparthotel Imperial that will make your beach holiday truly 
unforgettable.

VENETO • Bibione • Aparthotel Imperial
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BIBIONE: A UNIQUE HOLIDAY

Aparthotel Imperial is located in a unique tourist resort: Bibione 
is accessible, surrounded by the green pine forest, with miles 
of bike paths and itineraries to explore with the whole family! 
You can discover the beauty of Bibione, from its harbour, Porto 
Baseleghe, to the lighthouse on the mouth of the Tagliamento 
river, riding bicycles for the whole family provided free of charge 
by Aparthotel, or hiking with poles for Nordic Walking. 

If you are more interested in art towns, you can find the most 
characteristic cities of Eastern Veneto at a reasonable distance; 
discover the history, culture, and food and wine tradition of the 
gems of the area, such as the mediaeval town of Portogruaro, the 
historic borgo of Caorle, and the timeless city of Venice with its 
islands.

VENETO • Bibione • Aparthotel Imperial
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KIDS’ SPECIAL

Babies and Nursery – Young guests from zero to two years 
old are welcome in the nursery: a comfortable room with soft 
carpets and soft toys where they can play and crawl safely under 
the supervision of qualified staff. Moreover, as a support for 
parents we have created a baby bottle corner where they can find 
dedicated menus and Hipp products for babies. 

Kids’ Club – Holidays become a fairy tale for children and 
adults! Children will have the possibility to take part in amazing 
entertainment activities: baby dance, theatre shows, painting 
courses, and much more: they will have loads of fun! 

Junior Club – Even the older children will be able to choose 
among many activities: tournaments, horse-riding lessons and 
Latin-American dance classes to spend a vacation full of outdoor 
sports between the beach and the pool!

VENETO • Bibione • Aparthotel Imperial
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NEW PRIVATE BEACH

The private beach, right in front of Aparthotel, is among our 
most appreciated services, and from this summer it has become 
even more exclusive; the area has been completely redesigned 
to offer maximum comfort, privacy and even more space to our 
customers, especially children! The new beach area has:

• a central fenced play area for children with shaded areas; 
• well distanced umbrellas with oversized sunbeds and elegant 

gazebos;
• with comfortable reclining seats; 
• comfortable wooden walkways for easy access even with 

strollers. 
In addition, you can also take part in entertainment activities on 

the beach: kids’ and baby club for children and lots of sport with 
Zumba and aerobics classes for adults. 

VENETO • Bibione • Aparthotel Imperial
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer 
Nearest hospital 2 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0431 430 144
Only guide dogs are allowed 

VENETO • Bibione • Aparthotel Imperial

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/aparthotel-imperial/
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Via Taigete, 17 
30028 Bibione (VE)

ASHANTI 
APARTHOTEL

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy not provided for

Wheelchair 3.0
Family 2.8
Senior 3.5
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.4
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 2 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0431 43 194
Pets welcome 

VENETO • Bibione • Ashanti Aparthotel

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/ashanti-aparthotel/
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Via Taigete, 20 
30028 Bibione (VE)

BIBIONE PALACE 
SPA HOTEL

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.3
Wheelchair 3.2
Family 3.9
Senior 2.9
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.2
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ON HOLIDAY AT THE WELLNESS HOTEL 

Bibione Palace Spa Hotel, located on the Adriatic coast, offers 
personalised and customised holidays, where families, couples, 
children, friends and pets are all welcome! 

The Family Hotel’s special attention and the Spa’s excellent 
expertise will ensure relaxation and wellness. 

Our flagship are the design suites and the panoramic SKY 
Spa located on the top floor; not to mention the kitchen, the 
three swimming pools and the many sports activities that can 
be practised. What makes the real difference, however, is our 
attentive and friendly staff, capable of turning every holiday into 
an experience of absolute and unforgettable relaxation, as shown 
every year by the prizes and awards that our hotel receives. 

VENETO • Bibione • Bibione Palace Spa Hotel
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SUITE, SWIMMING POOL, PRIVATE BEACH 

Our hotel has a refined design and it overlooks the sea and the 
free private beach; for those who bring their dogs on holiday, 
there’s a dog-friendly beach we are affiliated with nearby. 

At Bibione Palace Hotel you can sunbathe, have fun, rest well 
and eat better. We offer different types of rooms, many of which 
facing the sea, and exclusive suites, spacious, comfortable and 
with custom-made furniture. 

The kitchen offers delicious breakfasts and high-quality culinary 
experiences, balanced and healthy dishes made with the finest 
ingredients and accompanied by special menus for vegetarians, 
vegans, celiacs and children. 

In our Mediterranean garden, our guests can relax in two 
swimming pools, one of which is suitable for children.

VENETO • Bibione • Bibione Palace Spa Hotel
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AN EXCLUSIVE SPA OVERLOOKING THE SEA 

The sixth floor of the Hotel is dedicated to a beautiful SPA 
opened in 2019. 1,200 m2 with view of the sea, mainly available 
for the hotel guests, but also for external visitors with different 
entry possibilities. From the panoramic Finnish sauna with sea 
view, you go through the bio-sauna, the emotional showers, the 
Turkish bath, the Kneipp path and the saline tub. 

Treatments and massages are carried out in individual cabins or 
in the Spa Suite, a romantic rendezvous for couples who want to 
treat themselves to a massage or a treatment designed specifically 
for the two of them. All treatments at the Spa use Clarins 
products, from body and face aromatherapy to beauty and specific 
therapies. A real opportunity to pamper yourself!

VENETO • Bibione • Bibione Palace Spa Hotel
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ACTIVE HOLIDAYS FOR EVERYBODY! 

Bibione Palace Spa Hotel is the perfect hotel for an active 
holiday. Children have fun in dedicated play areas, in the 
swimming pool with inflatables, in the kids’ club and with many 
exciting activities from 3 years old. 

Teenagers and adults can spend their time in the gym on the 
third floor, or take part in many sport activities: tournaments, city 
and mountain bike excursions, kayaking in the lagoon and horse 
riding. 

The wide sandy shore is suitable for all beach sports; there are 
swimming, surfing, windsurfing and diving courses; the coastal 
pinewood is loved by Nordic walkers and is ideal for mountain 
biking. And of course, the cycle paths and the uncontaminated 
nature!

VENETO • Bibione • Bibione Palace Spa Hotel
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 2 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0431 43 194
Pets welcome 

VENETO • Bibione • Bibione Palace Spa Hotel

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/bibione-palace-spa-hotel/
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Viale della Laguna, 16 
30028 Bibione (VE)

CAMPING VILLAGE 
CAPALONGA

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 1.3
Wheelchair 3.5
Family 3.5
Senior 4.0
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0
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THE PERFECT STAY 

Camping Village Capalonga is located in the wonderful 
landscape between the sea and the lagoon of Venice in Bibione 
Pineda. 

There are large shady pitches in the pine forest, facing the sea 
or the lagoon, or, if you prefer, a wide range of mobile homes and 
glamping tents. The size of the mobile homes and the layout of 
the rooms allow people using wheelchairs to move comfortably. 

The beach, of fine golden sand, is 1 km long and over 100 
metres wide with an excellent water quality. It is equipped with 
ramps and walkways and thus allows guests to easily reach their 
umbrellas.

VENETO • Bibione • Camping Village Capalonga
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THE WELLNESS YOU WERE LOOKING FOR 

Our entertainment team organises daily workshops and 
activities for all ages: kids’ club, tennis lessons, swimming, 
kayaking, archery and much more, as well as live shows and 
musicals every evening. 

In our village you will also find many relax areas, especially 
in our Beauty Spa SeaWell facing the lagoon. We offer various 
wellness packages to suit every need such as massages, facial and 
body treatments, wellness programmes and much more. 

The Camping Village also offers a water park, an indoor and 
heated pool, four restaurants, a supermarket, a medical centre 
and much more.

VENETO • Bibione • Camping Village Capalonga
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer 
Nearest hospital 2 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0431 438 351
Pets welcome 

VENETO • Bibione • Camping Village Capalonga

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/camping-village-capalonga/
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AWARDS2020
Mobility

AWARDS2020
SeniorCitizen

Via Baseleghe, 11 
30028 Bibione (VE)

CASA PER FERIE 
STELLA MARIS

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.0
Wheelchair 4.3
Family 3.0
Senior 4.2
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 2 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0431 438 696
Only guide dogs are allowed 

VENETO • Bibione • Casa Per Ferie Stella Maris

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/casa-per-ferie-stella-maris/
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AWARDS2020
SeniorCitizen

AWARDS2020
Mobility

Via dei Gemelli, 59 
30028 Bibione (VE)

COSTA RICA BIBIONE 
APARTHOTEL E SPA

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy not provided for

Wheelchair 4.3
Family 3.9
Senior 4.3
Hearing 2.5
Seeing 1.3
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COMFORTABLE, CENTRALLY LOCATED SUITES 

Spend your holiday in the “heart of Bibione”. From the suites of 
Costa Rica Bibione start accessible paths and walkways that lead 
to every area of the resort. 

Everything is close, let’s talk about micro-distances: the central 
avenue is just 50 metres away; within 100 metres you will find a 
supermarket, ice cream shops, restaurants, pizzerias and much 
more; the beach is 150 metres from the suites; the thermal baths 
only 250 metres; the pool is just next to you. 

We want all our guests to live a holiday experience around 
their suite: everything is convenient, and every place is easy to 
reach. For us, holidays are real only if no one feels uncomfortable. 
Otherwise, what kind of holiday would that be?

VENETO • Bibione • Costa Rica Bibione Aparthotel e SPA
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SUITE IN THE GREEN, FACING THE BLUE 

Your apartment? A suite embraced by nature and with a low 
environmental impact. Your alarm clock? The chirping of birds. 
Your daily soundtrack? The rustle of plants and the lapping 
of waves. No barriers between you and nature: everything is 
accessible, even to wheelchair users. Your suite, close to all 
services, is in an exclusive position: in the greenest, quietest and 
most intimate area of Bibione right in front of the sea. 

We want everyone to live the regenerating experience of a 
holiday in close contact with nature and, why not, with sport. 
Here at Costa Rica Bibione we have eliminated any kind of barrier 
between you and the green and the blue... now it’s up to you: 
would you like to play and practise sport without barriers?

VENETO • Bibione • Costa Rica Bibione Aparthotel e SPA
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SUITE WITH PRIVATE ACCESSIBLE SPA

Are you dreaming of a highly relaxing holiday? How about a 
beautiful suite with a private accessible spa? You can find any aid 
you need to move around without difficulty. In the spa you will 
find:

• shower with Turkish bath and chromotherapy; 
• Finnish sauna and bio-sauna; 
• whirlpool. 
For us at Costa Rica Bibione, offering inclusive hospitality means 
making every service available to everyone. 
For this reason, even our suite with private SPA has been 

designed to be accessible to all our guests, even to those who 
move in a wheelchair. Everyone has the right to the same relaaax!

VENETO • Bibione • Costa Rica Bibione Aparthotel e SPA
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PRIVATE BEACH, NEARBY AND ACCESSIBLE 

Forget about long and tiring paths to get to the beach: Costa 
Rica Bibione is so close to the sea that you can hear the sound of 
the waves. 

Our walkways take you directly to your beach umbrella on the 
shoreline without encountering obstacles; guests with reduced 
mobility can book for free a JOB wheelchair to enter the water. 
Anything else to know? Yes: the beach is smoke-free; there are 
designated areas for smokers. 

We love the sea and we love the idea of offering each of our 
guests a beach holiday free of any kind of barrier. 

That’s why we often stop to ask ourselves how we can improve 
our services to make people’s lives easier and reduce efforts to a 
minimum.

VENETO • Bibione • Costa Rica Bibione Aparthotel e SPA
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ALLERGY? NO WAY! 

Dust, dog hairs, cat fur. Does just reading these words make you 
sneeze? Get this: we’re allergic to allergies. That’s why we keep 
them away. How? In five steps: 

1. After pets leave our accommodations, we clean and sanitise 
the suites according to strict protocols; 

2. We use cleaning products with long-lasting, non-aggressive 
bactericidal action; 

3. We have hypoallergenic mattresses, pillows and sofas that we 
sanitise with specific treatments to eliminate dust, dust mites 
and anything else that makes you sneeze; 

4. We said no to carpeting and chose easy-to-clean ceramic and 
stoneware instead; 

5. In each suite you will find a fully equipped kitchen, so if you 
have food allergies or intolerances you can cook your own 
meals as you wish.

VENETO • Bibione • Costa Rica Bibione Aparthotel e SPA
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PET FRIENDLY SUITE AND SERVICES 

If you want your holiday to include your four-legged friends, 
you’re welcome here. In the pet-friendly suites pets will find 
comfortable kennels, blankets, a welcome kit. Moreover, your pet 
will be able to go to the Pluto beach with you; to make himself 
beautiful at the grooming spot and to relax in the SPA (yes, SPA!) 
in our store “Come Cane e Gatto”; and finally take nice walks in 
the nearby green areas. 

When we tell you that Costa Rica Bibione is pet-friendly, we do 
not mean only that animals are tolerated: here they are loved 
and welcomed. An anecdote that we like to tell: once we hosted 9 
border collies in one suite! 

VENETO • Bibione • Costa Rica Bibione Aparthotel e SPA
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer 
Nearest hospital 20 km
Nearest train station 21 km
Nearest airport 70 km
Phone +39 0431 439 344
Pets welcome 

VENETO • Bibione • Costa Rica Bibione Aparthotel e SPA

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-bibione-residence_accessibile-costa_rica_bibione/
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Via Delfino, 143 
30028 Bibione (VE)

HOTEL 
MAYER

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 1.7
Wheelchair 3.0
Family 3.6
Senior 3.0
Hearing 1.4
Seeing 1.0
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 2 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0431 43 360
Pets welcome 

VENETO • Bibione • Hotel Mayer

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/hotel-mayer/
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Via Passeggiata al mare, 20 
30028 Bibione (VE)

LAGUNA 
PARK HOTEL

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.7
Wheelchair 3.3
Family 3.5
Senior 3.5
Hearing 2.5
Seeing 1.8
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 2 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0431 43 194
Only guide dogs are allowed 

VENETO • Bibione • Laguna Park Hotel

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/laguna-park-hotel/
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Via del Sagittario, 28 
30028 Bibione (VE)

PRINCESS 
APARTHOTEL

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy not provided for

Wheelchair 3.0
Family 3.6
Senior 2.9
Hearing 1.4
Seeing 1.5
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 2 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0431 438 905
Only guide dogs are allowed 

VENETO • Bibione • Princess Aparthotel

https://www.villageforall.net/it/struttura/princess-aparthotel/
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Via Unità d’Italia, 1/B 
30028 Bibione (VE)

RESIDENZA TURISTICA 
ALBERGHIERA BLUE MARINE

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy not provided for

Wheelchair 3.3
Family 2.8
Senior 3.5
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 1 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0431 438 905
Pets welcome

VENETO • Bibione • Residenza Turistica Alberghiera Blue Marine

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/rta-blue-marine/
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Via delle Colonie, 3/D 
30028 Bibione (VE)

RTA SANTO  
STEFANO ODA

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.7
Wheelchair 4.3
Family 2.8
Senior 4.2
Hearing 1.8
Seeing 1.5

VENETO • Bibione
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 2 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0431 442 331
Pets welcome

VENETO • Bibione • RTA Santo Stefano ODA

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/rta-santo-stefano-oda/
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Corso Europa, 51 
30028 Bibione (VE)

SAVOY BEACH HOTEL 
& THERMAL SPA

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.0
Wheelchair 3.7
Family 3.1
Senior 3.7
Hearing 2.5
Seeing 2.1
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 2 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 90 km
Phone +39 0431 43 194
Only guide dogs are allowed

VENETO • Bibione • Savoy Beach Hotel & Thermal SPA

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/savoy-beach-hotel-thermal-spa/
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AWARDS2020
FoodAllergy

Via delle Colonie, 2 
30028 Bibione (VE)

VILLAGGIO TURISTICO 
INTERNAZIONALE

VENETO • Bibione

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 4.0
Wheelchair 3.5
Family 4.0
Senior 3.5
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0
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OPEN AIR EMOTIONS

The scent of the sea, the shadow of the maritime pines and 
the sound of the cicadas... If you love communing with nature, 
outdoor life, campsite atmosphere and you want to relax without 
renouncing to the most modern comforts, then Villaggio Turistico 
Internazionale is the perfect choice for your holiday in Bibione. A 
short walk from the city centre, set in the green of the pine forest, 
it is the right mix of relaxation and fun. 

A fabulous water park with 2,000 m2 of heated pools, water 
games and a spa path with whirlpools. Every day you will have 
the opportunity to undertake new activities together with the 
entertainment team; to explore one of the many cycle paths 
through the hinterland; to practise sports or simply to sit back and 
rest on a sunbed in the quiet of a summer afternoon.

VENETO • Bibione • Villaggio Turistico Internazionale
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RESTAURANTS & DELICIOUS FOOD 

Fill your holiday with good food, a glass of fresh Prosecco, a 
menu attentive to every need. In our restaurants you will discover 
the quality and tradition of the Mediterranean cuisine and the 
flavours of Veneto. Many of the products you’ll find at the buffet 
are homemade and locally sourced: the baked goods, desserts and 
ice cream are made in our kitchens. 

The restaurant “Al Villaggio” adheres to the programme 
“Alimentazione Fuori Casa” of AIC (Italian Celiac Disease 
Association) to offer you the security of a gluten-free menu and all 
the pleasure of good food. You will also have countless occasions 
for an aperitivo or a coffee with friends, a drink by the pool or a 
quick snack. If you prefer to prepare your own meals, you’ll find 
everything you like in our supermarket.

VENETO • Bibione • Villaggio Turistico Internazionale
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STAY & DREAM

Choose the accommodation unit you prefer, there are many 
different possibilities! 

The villas are the perfect balance between the bustling life of 
the village and the quiet atmosphere you can breathe in the pine 
forest. The apartments are located in a strategic position to make 
use the services of the village; you will feel like being in a hotel but 
with the advantages and fun that only a campsite can offer. And 
our mobile homes are the perfect solution for an open-air holiday 
with the luxury and comfort of a home. 

If you love to spend light-hearted holidays, we have finally 
created a variety of additional services and restaurant packages, 
because we believe that holidays are made to discover a new 
place, but also to rest from your routine. Give yourself a break.

VENETO • Bibione • Villaggio Turistico Internazionale
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FUN & RELAX

Enjoying your holiday means having fun and being able to do 
whatever you want without any troublesome thoughts. In our 
village you can keep fit, give it a try at dancing, yoga or water 
sports. 

Why should you limit your desire to move, stimulate your 
mind and getexcited? The list of activities that adults, teens and 
children can do is almost endless, as well as the fun that will fill 
your evenings with lights, colours and laughter. 

A highly qualified, young, and dynamic staff is ready to get 
you involved with its energy and to make you the star of many 
activities. 

Are you ready to dive into the fun?

VENETO • Bibione • Villaggio Turistico Internazionale
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 20 km
Nearest train station 21 km
Nearest airport 66 km
Phone +39 0431 442 611
Pets welcome

VENETO • Bibione • Villaggio Turistico Internazionale

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-bibione_venezia-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-villaggio_turistico_internazionale/
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Brenzone sul Garda
This ancient town with its characteristic port of colourful 

boats offers many ways to spend a holiday, from the simplest 
walks to the most challenging excursions, from water sports to 
cycling to the wide range of folk events. There are many paths 
that lead from Brenzone to the shelters of the highest peaks; as 
well as many small towns to visit, on the coast and at the foot of 
Mount Baldo. The walk among the olive trees and through the 
neighbouring towns is a long-standing tradition of this area. 

VENETO
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Via Amerigo Vespucci, 44 
37010 Brenzone sul Garda (VR)

LA CALETTA 
HOTEL BOLOGNESE

VENETO • Brenzone sul Garda

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 1.0
Wheelchair* 1.8
Family 2.4
Senior* 2.0
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 2.0

* Accommodation unit 
without accessible bathroom
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 10 km
Nearest train station 30 km
Nearest airport 52 km
Phone +39 045 7430 159
Pets welcome

VENETO • Brenzone sul Garda • La Caletta Hotel Bolognese

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-brenzone_verona-hotel_accessibile-la_caletta_hotel_bolognese/
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Caorle
Caorle loves details, art, colours: walking along the seafront, 

getting lost while admiring the breakwater rocks sculpted by 
great masters, or wandering in the old town, always open to 
enjoy the cheerful tones of the buildings... here’s how you fully 
appreciate this place. From the fascinating Piazza Vescovado with 
all its buildings, the Cathedral, the Bell Tower, passing through the 
bustling stores and wall frescoes, the exploration continues on 
foot or by bicycle to the countryside or to the sea, from where you 
can leave for a motorboat trip. 

VENETO
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Viale Altanea, 201 
30021 Caorle (VE)

CENTRO VACANZE 
PRA’ DELLE TORRI

VENETO • Caorle

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.7
Wheelchair 3.7
Family 4.0
Senior 3.2
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0
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YOUR HOLIDAY IN WIDE GREEN SPACES 

Centro Vacanze Pra’ delle Torri is a four-star complex of 
apartments, bungalows and mobile homes, with a camping area 
and a hotel. 

It’s located in Caorle, a historic seaside borgo near Venice, and 
the ideal destination for a holiday immersed in nature – what 
with its wide green areas and its position facing sea – suitable 
for families with children and all those seeking relaxation, sport 
and fun. Many services for all types of guests: a kilometre-long 
fine golden sandy beach, a large water park with slides, water 
games and pools heated according to the external temperature, 
numerous and well-equipped sports facilities, mainly to be used 
free of charge, a skatepark, 18-hole golf course, water sports, 
entertainment, playgrounds, restaurants, bars, a supermarket and 
a shopping area, parapharmacy and free Wi-Fi. 

VENETO • Caorle • Centro Vacanze Pra’ delle Torri
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A HOLIDAY CENTRE WITHOUT BARRIERS 

In a large flat green area where you can move freely and safely, 
we are committed to accommodate guests with special needs. 

Inside, there are 29 accommodation units suitable for people 
with motor disabilities. The large Laguna swimming pool and the 
Pirates’ Island are both accessible, there is a lift for accessing 
the Olympic pools, special walkways to reach the sea and beach 
wheelchairs. Toilet blocks within the campsite are all accessible, 
specific counters are available at our offices and we are affiliated 
with Bed & Care. 

We are Best of the Best and in the Top 25 Best Family Hotels 
in Italy on Tripadvisor, among the most popular and best child-
friendly campsites in Italy. Affordable prices in the months of May, 
June and September and reductions for disabled people.

VENETO • Caorle • Centro Vacanze Pra’ delle Torri
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 21 km
Nearest train station 26 km
Nearest airport 42 km
Phone +39 0421 299 063
Only guide dogs are allowed

VENETO • Caorle • Centro Vacanze Pra’ delle Torri

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-caorle_venezia-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-centro_vacanze_pra_delle_torri/
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Viale Selva Rosata, 1 Località Duna Verde  
Porto Santa Margherita - 30021 Caorle (VE)

VILLAGGIO  
SAN FRANCESCO

VENETO • Caorle

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 1.7
Wheelchair 3.5
Family 3.5
Senior 3.6
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.1
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A 5 STAR CAMPSITE BETWEEN THE SEA AND THE PINE FOREST 

Villaggio San Francesco is a holiday centre and campsite at the 
gates of Caorle, between the beach and the pine forest of the 
Veneto coast, 55 km from Venice. 

It’s the ideal destination if you are looking for a campsite with 
swimming pools, beach, sport and entertainment activities, and 
services. At Villaggio San Francesco you have everything at hand: 
stores, supermarket, butcher and fishmonger, parapharmacy, bars 
and restaurants, medical clinic. We want our guests to have fun 
and feel good, and forget about the rest! 

The beach with more than 500 metres reserved for our guests 
will be the highlight of your holiday at Villaggio San Francesco; 
you can choose to relax under the umbrella or enjoy the activities 
offered by our entertaining staff. Pets are welcome! We have set 
up a dedicated area for them.

VENETO • Caorle • Villaggio San Francesco
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DEDICATED TO OUR SPECIAL GUESTS 

Vilaggio Vacanze San Francesco is an accessible campsite where 
guests with disabilities are our special guests. We are constantly 
committed to designing a hospitality free of architectural barriers 
and obstacles that may limit the autonomy of our guests. 

If you use a wheelchair or a walker, we have spacious 
accommodation solutions dedicated to you, where you can move 
around freely. 

Access to the beach is guaranteed through simple and obstacle-
free paths. When you arrive at the beach, a wheelchair with 
special wheels is always available for comfortable and safe 
transport to your seat in the front line! 

In the pool you can use a lift to dive directly into the water, 
assisted by our operators.

VENETO • Caorle • Villaggio San Francesco
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CHOOSE THE RIGHT ACCOMMODATION SOLUTION FOR YOU

Villaggio San Francesco offers resorts, chalets, mobile homes 
and pitches immersed in the typical Mediterranean vegetation 
with hundreds of trees, directly on the seashore of Caorle. 

Do you have a large family or do you prefer to travel as a 
couple? Whatever your holiday idea is, you’ll find the right 
accommodation solution for your needs among all our offers. The 
campsite has modern facilities, equipped with many comforts 
and services, divided by concept, location, capacity and services 
offered – some are directly overlooking the sea, others are 
immersed in the pine forest, others are designed to host your 
pets. 

If you love outdoor holidays, the pitches for tents, caravans and 
campers are perfect to experience all the freedom of our campsite 
by the sea!

VENETO • Caorle • Villaggio San Francesco
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SAFETY FIRST 

Plan your holiday in complete safety: we have prepared to make 
your stay even more peaceful and smart. 

At your arrival, you will receive access to the official BI4YOU app 
that allows you to book the activities of the village with your cell 
phone! Common areas and accommodation units are thoroughly 
sanitised with chlorine-based sanitising detergents. Beach, pools, 
restaurants, and stores are set up to maintain a safe distance. 

What’s new? We created Bi Card, the exclusive loyalty card 
that can be used at San Francesco Village and in all the villages 
of the BiHoliday Group. By booking directly from our website or 
contacting our operators, your personal Bi Card will be activated 
allowing you to collect Bi Coin points, which can be spent on 
services provided in BiHoliday villages. Collecting extra Bi Coins is 
easy and fun! 

VENETO • Caorle • Villaggio San Francesco
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 21 km
Nearest train station 26 km
Nearest airport 42 km
Phone +39 0421 2982
Pets welcome

VENETO • Caorle • Villaggio San Francesco

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-caorle_venezia-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-centro_vacanze_villaggio_san_francesco/
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Cavallino Treporti
This year will be a surprise for everyone indeed; we will 

personally experience a renewed, guest-friendly territory. The 
entire community of Cavallino Treporti have made the true 
miracle of once again offering uncontaminated landscape, clean 
seawater, large beach, paths hidden within the lagoon and into 
the pinewoods, which are the preferred habitat of protected flora 
and fauna. Last year we welcomed everyone “with open arms”, a 
lucky slogan that is a style of life and hospitality. 

VENETO
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We are a hospitable community completely accessible to any 
guest. We offer real and innovative solutions for the best type 
of holiday: in contact with nature. Nature gives us everything 
and, together with you, we want to preserve and reward it. The 
outdoor tourism we propose is constantly improving: in the 
facilities, more and more refined in domotics and in the choice of 
fully ecological sustainability; and in the environment, consisting 
of wide spaces and services that offer entertainment, quality 
food and wine, and every product for daily needs. All in total 
accessibility and distancing. Our tourist offer is the best and safest 
you can find in Italy and Europe during the pandemic. It’s our gift 
to you! 

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti

www.visitcavallino.com


AWARDS2020
FoodAllergy
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Via Fausta, 270 
30013 Cavallino Treporti (VE)

ART & PARK HOTEL  
UNION LIDO

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.0
Wheelchair 4.0
Family 3.8
Senior 4.2
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.3
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NOTHING ELSE BUT TRANQUILLITY 

Art&Park Hotel Union Lido is located inside Union Lido holiday 
centre, a facility known in Europe for its attention to hospitality, 
especially for families. 

A hotel surrounded by nature with comfortable rooms, suites 
and two-storey family residences. Most of our guests define our 
wonderful breakfast buffet our absolute best highlight. 

The hotel has some double rooms designed to accommodate 
people with mobility needs, and the swimming pool in front is 
equipped with a lift for everyone to enter the water. 

Access to the beach is guaranteed by the special lanes from 
different equipped and paved entrances with exchange zones that 
allow you to easily reach the shoreline.

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Art & Park Hotel Union Lido
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ACCESSIBLE SOLUTIONS 

Balcony Room and Garden Room: four rooms on the first and 
second floor of the hotel, accessible by lift, two of which have a 
furnished outdoor terrace. They are equipped with all comforts 
to guarantee freedom of movement even to guests with motor 
disabilities. Union Lido particularly focuses on sports and features 
a sports centre where guests can practise different disciplines: 
from horseback riding to tennis, from archery to soccer. Moreover, 
we have a 400 m2 fitness arena with Technogym® equipment 
included. 

Union Lido is located in the area of Cavallino Treporti, which 
for over 30 years has been part of the list of places recognised as 
a UNESCO World Heritage Site within “Venice and its lagoon”, a 
natural and landscape context of incomparable beauty.

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Art & Park Hotel Union Lido
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 12 km
Nearest train station 30 km
Nearest airport 60 km
Phone + 39 041 968 043
Only guide dogs are allowed

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Art & Park Hotel Union Lido

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/art-e-park-hotel-union-lido/
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Via Ca’ Savio, 77 
30013 Cavallino Treporti (VE)

CAMPING  
CA’ SAVIO

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.3
Wheelchair 2.0
Family 3.0
Senior 2.7
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.5
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 19 km
Nearest train station 36 km
Nearest airport 60 km
Phone + 39 041 966 017
Only guide dogs are allowed

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Camping Ca’ Savio

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-cavallino_treporti_venezia-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-camping_ca_savio/
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Via Montello, 6 - Punta Sabbioni 
30013 Cavallino Treporti (VE)

MARINA DI VENEZIA 
CAMPING VILLAGE

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.7
Wheelchair* 2.7
Family 3.7
Senior* 2.8
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0

* Accommodation unit 
without accessible bathroom
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WELCOME TO OUR WELLNESS WORLD! 

Our Camping Village is immersed in the pinewood in front of a 
very wide beach of golden sand, between the sky and the sea. 

Here every day becomes a story of countless precious moments: 
smiles, people, feelings. And, year after year, with great passion, 
we continue to create a space with a unique atmosphere, where 
you can live unforgettable holidays and emotions. 

Discover a holiday in our pitches and accommodation units, an 
exclusive experience in the open air surrounded by nature with 
comfort and elegance. You can choose the one that best suits your 
style: it will always have the charm of a perfect beach holiday. 

Moreover, you can enjoy the AquaMarinaPark, an area of 15,000 
m2 with 10 swimming pools for children and adults. The services 
also include 5 restaurants, 8 bars, 2 homemade ice cream shops 
and 17 stores for everyday shopping.

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Marina di Venezia Camping Village
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A UNIQUE TERRITORY TO DISCOVER! 

The Cavallino Treporti coastline is a strip of land between 
two waters: on one side, the Adriatic Sea with its gently sloping 
seabed; on the other, the lagoon with its typical vegetation, 
brackish water and salt marshes, the ideal habitat 

for seagulls, egrets, herons and flamingos. Unique scenery 
suspended between two perfectly balanced ecosystems. 

A holiday in our Camping Village is an ideal starting point to 
discover the picturesque islands of the lagoon: Murano famous 
throughout the world for the production of blown glass; Burano 
with its colourful houses and lacemaking laboratories; Torcello 
with its ancient Venetian-Byzantine ruins and the fascinating 
cathedral. And just a few minutes by motorboat, the charm of the 
lagoon’s pearl: Venice.

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Marina di Venezia Camping Village
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 21 km
Nearest train station 38 km
Nearest airport 60 km
Phone +39 041 5302 511
Pets welcome

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Marina di Venezia Camping Village

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-cavallino_treporti_venezia-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-camping_marina_di_venezia_centro_vacanze/
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AWARDS2020
Family

AWARDS2020
FoodAllergy

AWARDS2020
SeniorCitizen

AWARDS2020
Mobility

Via Fausta, 258 
30013 Cavallino Treporti (VE)

UNION LIDO CAMPING 
LODGING HOTEL

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 4.0
Wheelchair 4.4
Family 4.5
Senior 4.4
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.5
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A GREEN OASIS, AN IMMERSION IN CLEAN AIR AND SEAWATER 

Over fifteen thousand tall trees surround Union Lido, on the 
Venetian coast. The village overlooks the Adriatic Sea and extends 
over 1.2 km of wide, patrolled beach, ideal for children and sport-
lovers. 

The island of Cavallino, home of open-air tourism just a stone’s 
throw from Venice, bathed by the Venetian lagoon and the river 
Sile, is a sustainable coastline suitable for relaxation, contact with 
nature, and walkers or cyclotourists. 

Part of Cavallino’s pinewood is preserved by Union Lido with a 
four-hectare nature trail where you can see many species of birds, 
hares and squirrels. Green is the colour that stands out among the 
pitches of different sizes, private bathrooms and entirely Made in 
Italy accommodation and in some cases with recycled material.

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Union Lido Camping Lodging Hotel
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ACCESSIBILITY AS IN HOLIDAY FOR ALL 

Our facility’s standards of accessibility comply with the V4A 
Network and are certified by the German agency ADAC as a 
further proof of our effort to create inclusive holidays.

Not only do we offer accessible cabins in the toilets and 
paths on the beach with raised chairs, but more than thirty 
accommodation units are fully accessible to people with 
disabilities or walking difficulties. 

And a fantastic 400 m2 gym with Technogym equipment 
for everyone. There is also a wellness centre with nine 
thalassotherapy pools offering various beauty and physiotherapy 
treatments.

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Union Lido Camping Lodging Hotel
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CULINARY ART FOR ALL NEEDS 

In a kaleidoscope of culinary offers among fifteen bars and eight 
restaurants, Union Lido stands out for the great attention to all 
needs and food disorders or intolerances. 

The menus include meat, fish, gluten-free (included in the AIC 
programme), Venetian, vegan, vegetarian and Asian dishes. You 
can eat in our pizzerias, homemade ice cream parlour, pastries and 
French crepes shops, fast food shops. 

Even diabetics will find the ice cream that suits them, as well as 
a special offer of local vegetable and fruit. 

We also offer a convenient delivery service directly to your 
pitch, hotel or hotel villas. 

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Union Lido Camping Lodging Hotel
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AN ECO-SUSTAINABLE TERRITORY IN THE LAGOON 

Cavallino, the home of outdoor tourism just a stone’s throw 
from Venice, offers over 40 km of cycle-pedestrian paths. An 
absolute novelty this 2021 season is the bike path overhanging 
the lagoon. There will be 5 km out of 7 of track that directly 
overlooks the lagoon of Venice, a UNESCO heritage site, in an 
uncontaminated environment with breathtaking sunsets that will 
accompany the bike rides of thousands of tourists who love slow 
routes in the midst of nature. 

From the centre of Cavallino you arrive at Treporti and then 
reach an area of timeless eternity Lio Piccolo with le Mesole and 
Saccagnana. Enchanting places where the pink flamingos have 
found their ideal habitat. Along the way, you cannot miss a visit to 
the batteries that once defended Venice from enemy incursions. 

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Union Lido Camping Lodging Hotel
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 12 km
Nearest train station 30 km
Nearest airport 60 km
Phone + 39 041 2575 111
Pets welcome

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Union Lido Camping Lodging Hotel

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-cavallino_treporti_venezia-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-union_lido_vacanze/
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Via Radaelli, 10 
30013 Cavallino Treporti (VE)

VELA BLU  
CAMPING VILLAGE

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 1.7
Wheelchair* 2.3
Family 3.0
Senior* 3.0
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0

* Accommodation unit 
without accessible bathroom
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 16 km
Nearest train station 33 km
Nearest airport 57 km
Phone +39 041 968 068
Pets welcome

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Vela Blu Camping Village

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-cavallino_treporti_venezia-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-camping_vela_blu/
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AWARDS2020
Mobility

AWARDS2020
SeniorCitizen

Via Radaelli, 7 
30013 Cavallino Treporti (VE)

VILLAGGIO  
SAN PAOLO

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.3
Wheelchair 4.6
Family 3.7
Senior 4.4
Hearing 2.1
Seeing 1.0
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WELCOME TO VILLAGGIO SAN PAOLO 

A holiday village surrounded by nature and the sea where 
wellness and fun are accessible to all. Among the amenities 
offered here: a large equipped beach, spacious green areas, bar, 
restaurant, supermarket, sport fields and entertainment staff with 
activities for all guests. 

The accommodation units with kitchenette are simple, practical, 
comfortable, with the possibility of full board and mostly free of 
architectural barriers. The hotel rooms, which are fully accessible, 
allow for a totally relaxing experience with food, cleaning and 
beach service always included. 

There is also a camper area surrounded by nature with 
accessible pitches. Venice and its islands are only thirty minutes 
away by boat. Venice and its islands are only thirty minutes away 
by boat. 

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Villaggio San Paolo
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A UNIQUE LAND TO DISCOVER! 

Just outside the village, Cavallino Treporti’s cycle-tourist 
itineraries take you from forts and batteries to vegetable gardens 
and fishing valleys, passing through picturesque old borghi. 

The entire complex has been designed focusing on the possible 
needs of each person, the desire for light-heartedness and fun. 

The added value of the village are solidarity and integration: 
facilities, services and events allow everyone to live their holiday 
in complete tranquillity, always enjoying maximum comfort and 
fun. 

No matter your age, abilities or time of the year, holidays 
at Villaggio San Paolo are suitable for everyone: they satisfy 
children’s desire for fun, and grown-ups’ longing for tranquillity 
through sunbathing, sports and genuine locally sourced food.

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Villaggio San Paolo
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 16 km
Nearest train station 33 km
Nearest airport 44 km
Phone +39 041 968 049
Only guide dogs are allowed

VENETO • Cavallino Treporti • Villaggio San Paolo

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-cavallino_treporti_venezia-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-villaggio_san_paolo/
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Lido di Jesolo
Lido di Jesolo is a key tourist destination, offering visitors both 

natural and cultural beauty. From the seafront to the pine forest to 
the hinterland you can discover traces of its ancient history. Think 
of the ancient walls with findings from the early Christian era or 
the Civic Museum of Natural History with almost fifteen thousand 
artefacts. The countryside, crossed by the Sile and Piave rivers, is 
the ideal backdrop for bicycle excursions; there are at least twelve 
itineraries in the area thanks to a dense network of cycle paths. 

VENETO
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Via Dante Alighieri 2° Accesso al Mare, 11 
30016 Lido di Jesolo (VE)

HOTEL 
ADLON

VENETO • Lido di Jesolo

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 3.3
Wheelchair 3.0
Family 3.3
Senior 3.5
Hearing 2.9
Seeing 1.0
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 1 km
Nearest train station 20 km
Nearest airport 32 km
Phone +39 0421 922 12
Pets welcome

VENETO • Lido di Jesolo • Hotel Adlon

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-lido_di_jesolo_venezia-hotel_accessibile-hotel_adlon/
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Via Bafile 15° Accesso al Mare 
30016 Lido di Jesolo (VE)

HOTEL 
CORALLO

VENETO • Lido di Jesolo

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.3
Wheelchair 3.0
Family 3.2
Senior 3.6
Hearing 2.1
Seeing 1.4
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 5 km
Nearest train station 21 km
Nearest airport 33 km
Phone +39 0421 370 317
Pets welcome

VENETO • Lido di Jesolo • Hotel Corallo

http://www.villageforall.net/en/italia-veneto-lido_di_jesolo_venezia-hotel_accessibile-hotel_corallo/
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Mestre
Mestre is not only a preparatory stop for a visit to Venice, but 

also a crossroads to reach different destinations such as Treviso, 
Padua, Castelfranco, Vicenza. With its quiet piazza guarded by the 
clock tower, Mestre can be admired for its industrial archaeology, 
its ancient churches, and the nature exploding in San Giuliano 
park, the largest in Europe. From here you can take a cycle-
naturalistic path that runs along the lagoon and leads to the small 
port of Passo Campalto. A cycle-pedestrian path connects via 
Torino to Forte Marghera and via San Marco. 

VENETO
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SAN GIULIANO VENICE 
SOSTA CAMPER 
Via San Giuliano, 9 
30174 Mestre (VE)

VENETO • Mestre

San Giuliano Venice is located within one of the largest parks 
in Europe, certainly the most suggestive. It overlooks the Gronda 
Lagunare – the area between the Venetian Lagoon and the 
mainland – commanding a magnificent view. It offers entertaining 
and sport activities for all ages and abilities. Many opportunities 
for families with children, for seniors, for people with disabilities 
or special needs. Our equipped area has 100 pitches with all the 
technical and sanitary services aimed at excellent hospitality, such 
as washing machine and dryer. From San Giuliano Venice it is easy 
to reach Venice, the old town is only 6 km away.
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VENETO • Lido di Jesolo • San Giuliano Venice Sosta Camper

INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 4 km
Nearest train station 6 km
Nearest airport 8 km
Phone +39 041 5322106
Pets welcome

https://www.villageforall.net/en/struttura/italia-veneto-mestre_venezia-campeggio_villaggio_accessibili-san_giuliano_venice/
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For years Legnolandia has been designing and creating inclusive 
play areas complying with the design criteria of Play For All, 
the European initiative that aims to follow the parameters of 
accessibility for the safety standards of playgrounds. 

Almost all Legnolandia projects are designed to create 
playgrounds that can be enjoyed not only by children with 
disabilities, but by children with all types of motor and cognitive 
abilities, without having to adapt any game or to ask help from 
adults. Barrier-free shared spaces to allow toddlers and their 
families to build relationships and promote social inclusion even in 
outdoor spaces.

LEGNOLANDIA
Play for all
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The partnership with V4A aims to create innovative and tailored 
solutions that allow Italian and international tourist resorts to 
offer their guests a truly accessible plastic-free environment: 
Legnolandia’s production is based on the use of wood, the 
renewable raw material par excellence and capable of infinite 
regeneration. In an effort to cut CO2 emissions, the company offers 
a range of plastic-free products, a first step toward producing 
100% renewable constructions. 

Legnolandia S.r.l.
Via Nazionale, 280 - 33024 Forni di Sopra (UD)
+39043388307 - info@legnolandia.com - www.legnolandia.com
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SAN MARINO
The historic centre of San Marino is considered a world heritage 

site for its palace, the basilica and Mount Titano on which it 
stands. A good starting point to admire it is the square of the cable 
car that offers one of the best views. The short route along it also 
offers a beautiful view of the Adriatic Riviera. There are many 
paths to discovered here, namely the Passo delle Streghe, in stone, 
delimited by small walls and parapets overhanging the crest of 
the rock; or the Cammino del Titano, about forty kilometres long. 
Exploring the caves is also a particularly impressive experience.
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Viale Antonio Onofri, 31 
47890 San Marino (RSM)

GRAND HOTEL 
SAN MARINO

SAN MARINO

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 2.0
Wheelchair 2.8
Family 2.6
Senior 3.5
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.2
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 6 km
Nearest train station 25 km
Nearest airport 25 km
Phone +378 0549 992400
Pets welcome

SAN MARINO • Grand Hotel San Marino

http://www.villageforall.net/it/italia-repubblica_san_marino-hotel_accessibile-grand_hotel_san_marino/
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The region has eight national parks. The most important one is 
that of Plitvice Lakes, in the hinterland, with winding streams and 
dense forests; then the park around the Krka waterfalls. There 
are many islands with heavenly beaches and crystal-clear waters. 
The area includes the Salinas of the tourist centre of Nin, used 
for the production of salt. On the coast there are other towns 
rich in history. There are various paths from the Adriatic to the 
mountains; the best places for excursions are Učka, the National 
Park Risnjak and North Velebit.

CROATIA
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Fažana
A clear light accompanies the explorations through Fažana, 

whether for a stop on the beaches with crystal-clear water, or in 
the pine forest in search of refreshment, or on the cycling paths on 
asphalt and white roads. Located on the west coast of Istria, the 
town has a cultural and natural heritage to discover. A pedestrian 
path leading to Pula allows you to admire a green oasis populated 
by herons and wild ducks. Don’t miss the Brijuni Archipelago, 
which can be reached by renting a boat in Fažana.

CROATIA
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Dragonja, 115 
52212 Fažana (CROATIA)

CENTRO VACANZE 
BIVILLAGE

CROATIA • Fažana

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 1.3
Wheelchair 3.7
Family 3.5
Senior 3.0
Hearing 1.0
Seeing 1.0
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CENTRO VACANZE BIVILLAGE, FAŽANA, ISTRIA

Imagine a holiday by the sea, with crystal-clear water classified 
as a Blue Flag area, in a picturesque landscape that guarantees 
unique experiences: you are at BiVillage! Located in front of the 
Brijoni islands and 7 km from Pula, the Centro Vacanze BiVillage 
extends over 40 hectares of Mediterranean vegetation with 
pitches, mobile homes, apartments and villas. 

Entertainment, swimming pools, adventure park promise an 
exciting stay without ever getting bored; supermarket, stores, bars 
and restaurants ensure a relaxing and comfortable holiday. The 
beach, formed by small white pebbles, is equipped with sunbeds 
and umbrellas and offers the opportunity to practice many sports 
including windsurfing and diving, or rent a boat or a pedal boat. 
And if you come with your pet, you will find dedicated areas and 
services on the beach!

CROATIA • Fažana • Centro Vacanze BiVillage
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MEETING YOUR SPECIAL NEEDS

Centro Vancanze BiVillage offers barrier-free accommodation 
and personalised services for disabled guests to enjoy the beach, 
the sea and the swimming pools. 

Equipped apartments are available, and in the campsite all 
service blocks have dedicated bathrooms for disabled people. 

Access to the beach and the sea is also facilitated: a Job 
wheelchair equipped with reinforced wheels is available to all our 
guests with special needs. 

It is a specific product designed for people with disabilities, 
which makes it easy to enter the water and allows for easy 
transportation and bathing in the sea. 

For all these reasons our Village has received the award of V4A 
Quality Outlook (Village for All): investing in the future and in 
quality has always been our commitment. 

CROATIA • Fažana • Centro Vacanze BiVillage
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CHOOSE THE PERFECT ACCOMMODATION FOR YOUR HOLIDAY

Will you be coming to BiVillage with your family or as a couple? 
We are ready to meet your every need. 

If you love outdoor holidays but do not want to give up 
the comforts of a real apartment, here you can find masonry 
accommodation units. Or if you dream of a luxury resort, you want 
to wake up by the sea, among flowering oleanders and the scent 
of pine forest, book a Room Beach! 

As comfortable as an apartment and as much fun as a caravan, 
our mobile homes are perfect for a holiday with all the comforts 
of a home. But don’t forget that BiVillage is also a campsite: in the 
fabulous 40 hectares of the village there are 1,100 pitches. There 
is so much space, you’re sure to find one that suits you! Decide 
whether you’d like to spend your holiday in front of the sea, in the 
Belvedere or in the Garden Area. Your pets are welcome!

CROATIA • Fažana • Centro Vacanze BiVillage
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YOUR SAFETY IS OUR PRIORITY

We understand how important safety is, which is why we’ve 
prepared to make your holiday even more peaceful and smart. 
At your arrival you will receive access to the official BI4YOU app 
that allows you to book the activities of the village with your cell 
phone! 

We use chlorine-based sanitising detergents to sanitise the 
rooms, and common areas have been set up to maintain a safe 
distance. What’s new? We created Bi Card, the exclusive loyalty 
card that can be used at the Centro Vacanze BiVillage and in all 
the villages of the BiHoliday Group. By booking directly from our 
website or contacting our operators, your personal Bi Card will 
be activated allowing you to collect Bi Coin points, which can be 
spent on services provided in the BiHoliday villages. Collecting 
extra Bi Coins is easy and fun!

CROATIA • Fažana • Centro Vacanze BiVillage
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INFORMATION
Opening Summer
Nearest hospital 8 km
Nearest train station 7 km
Nearest airport 12 km
Phone +38 55 2300 300
Pets welcome

CROATIA • Fažana • Centro Vacanze BiVillage

http://www.villageforall.net/en/croazia-fazana_istria-campeggio_villaggio_accessibile-centro_vacanze_bi_village/
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Mali Lošinj
The economic centre of the island of Lošinj, Mali Lošinj is a place 

with a healthy climate, and the preferred destination of whoever 
wants to get the most out of their holiday. The environment, typically 
Mediterranean, displays many types of botanical species, thanks to 
the sun’s rays, true nourishment for every living being. From here, 
in about twenty minutes, you can reach the island by ferry, visit it 
on foot or by bicycle, and discover the most characteristic squares, 
churches, abandoned ruins and coves. The itineraries can also start 
from the campsites of Čikat, Bijar, Baldarin and Slatina. 

CROATIA
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Jadranka Kampovi D.O.O, Drazica, 1 
51550 Mali Lošinj (CROATIA)

CAMPING 
CIKAT

CROATIA • Mali Lošinj

ACCESSIBILITY SCORE
Food Allergy 1.3
Wheelchair 3.0
Family 3.5
Senior 3.5
Hearing 1.1
Seeing 1.0
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INFORMATION
Opening All year
Nearest hospital 1 km
Nearest train station 131 km (Fiume)
Nearest airport 15 km
Phone +38 55 1232 125
Pets welcome

CROATIA • Mali Lošinj • Camping Cikat

http://www.villageforall.net/en/croazia-lussinopiccolo_lussin-campeggi_villaggi_accessibile-camping_cikat/
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Hopefully, Italians will decide to spend their summer 2021 in 
their own country or in neighbouring countries. The pandemic 
has taught us that our peninsula is dotted with beautiful and 
welcoming beaches, and therefore it is not necessary to take a 
plane to go diving on the other side of the world. 

We want to make our compatriots understand how important 
it is to support Italian tourism businesses in these times of crisis. 
We like to summarise it with the concept of “Italian holidays”, 
which means choosing a beach among the 7,500 km of wonderful 
and varied coasts in our peninsula, and especially one of the 
approximately 10,000 equipped beaches that enrich them.

MONDO BALNEARE
Supporting Italian seaside tourism 
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Mondo Balneare
+39 0549 602240 - info@mondobalneare.com
www.mondobalneare.com

Mondo Balneare is a leading authority for tourists who visit 
the Italian coastal resorts. This is thanks to numerous services 
designed for those planning a beach holiday: a booking system 
for Italian equipped beaches; news, trends and tips for summer 
holidays; the tourist companion to the most important coastal 
destinations. 

For this reason, our project for the summer of 2021 is to 
promote “Italian holidays” in equipped beaches, surrounded by 
comfort, relaxation and quality services.
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There is no one way to travel just as there is no one way to 
plan your holiday. In order to meet tourists’ multiple needs, we 
have been collaborating for a long time with travel agencies and 
tour operators that have demonstrated over the years to work 
with professionalism, competence and dedication on Accessible 
Hospitality. 

They know how to respond to your needs, assist you in the 
booking process to find the most suitable place for you and your 
family or friends. Counting on a reliable partner to provide you 
with guarantees and insurance coverage for any unforeseen 
event means that you can get the security and protection that 
sometimes, alone, you simply cannot have.  
 

BUT A HOLIDAY IS ALSO SOMETHING NEW

Living an experience guided by local professionals who live the 
city, the borgo, the history is not always easy when you have a 
motor, sensory or cognitive disability. 

For this reason, we have selected qualified, professional guides, 
who, in addition to having great experience, have also followed 
training courses to guide groups with disabilities, whether motor, 
sensory or cognitive. Discovering a monument, a museum or the 
history of a city can become a real pleasure to be shared with 
everyone.

THE RIGHT HOLIDAY FOR EVERYONE 
WITH V4A® PARTNERS
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Flumen Viaggi is an agency from Friuli, traditionally known for 
group travel: cultural itineraries, food and wine tours, and bicycle 
trips, both day and multi-day, in Italy and abroad. With great 
satisfaction, for several years now, we have dedicated ourselves to 
promoting our region with ideas for slow tourism in Friuli-Venezia 
Giulia and in the nearby Veneto, an area little known to the tourist 
market, but with an amazing mosaic of opportunities, to live 
unique experiences between history, tradition, spirit, nature, food 
and sport. Another of our strong destinations is Tuscany, which we 
help you discover through sustainable and accessible itineraries.

On holiday with V4A® partners • HOLIDAY PACKAGES

FLUMEN VIAGGI
Slow trips 
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Our latest challenge are the multisensory journeys that we 
organise both in Italy and abroad. These are exciting experiences, 
recommended to "slow" travellers who are not in a hurry and 
want to feel part of the places they visit, focusing on the small 
authentic local realities. 

In our multisensory journeys all the senses are involved, from 
sight to hearing, from touch to smell, and, of course, taste. With 
this formula, travelling becomes possible even for blind or 
visually impaired people or people with motor disabilities. The 
emotional impact is thus amplified leaving you 
with cherished memories. We take care of every 
detail of the trip because we want you to have a 
unique experience that meets all your needs.

On holiday with V4A® partners • HOLIDAY PACKAGES

https://www.villageforall.net/it/pacchetti-vacanze/
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GAME & JOB TOUR OPERATOR
To travel is to live

G&J Service srl is a company that has been operating in the 
tourism sector for 10 years with three brands: 

• Game&Job T.O. offering different holiday solutions in Italy 
and abroad that can satisfy the desires of any customer: 
solo travellers, groups, students, families, couples, seniors, 
people with disabilities. It also specialises in honeymoons 
and personalised trips, that is, exclusive stays tailored for 
customers who want to experience the destination through 
all five senses and merge fully into the local culture. Passion, 
reliability, expertise, courtesy are our strengths. 

On holiday with V4A® partners • HOLIDAY PACKAGES
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• G&J Animazione specialises in organising and managing 
entertainment services for hotels, resorts, sports centres, 
study centres, holidays for children and seniors. We rely on 
dynamic people, predisposed to teamwork, with excellent 
interpersonal and communication skills, to empathise with 
customers and make their holidays unique and special. 

• G&J Assistance e Service deals with the selection and training 
of staff involved in tourism services such as management of 
summer camps for children and seniors in Italy and abroad; 
staff involved in complementary services 
of the tourist villages/hotels (hostesses, 
stewards, drivers, etc.); management of 
minibuses owned by G&J Service. 

On holiday with V4A® partners • HOLIDAY PACKAGES

https://www.villageforall.net/it/pacchetti-vacanze/
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Go World is a holding company that represents a group of 
companies involved in tourism, real estate, tourism consulting and 
documentary production. It involves about 15 companies, both in 
Italy and abroad, and includes highly qualified people and services 
to carry out ambitious and innovative projects in the above 
sectors, including the Go4all brand dedicated to all travellers with 
disabilities. 

The goal of the programmes offered by Go4all is to allow all 
people with physical and visual disabilities to move around the 
world as they wish, thanks to a meticulous study of the best 
accessible routes and facilities.

GO4ALL
By Go World

On holiday with V4A® partners • HOLIDAY PACKAGES
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The choice of our destinations is the result of the experience 
gained by our consultants with disabilities, and the research done 
together with our local correspondents who are experts in this 
tourist sector. Our aim is to eliminate physical, cultural and moral 
barriers and allow everyone to travel. 

The destinations proposed range across different continents, 
leaving room for innovative proposals designed to make the trip 
as comfortable as possible. In addition to many cultural tours, 
we also offer more active experiences such as 
sensory trekking and scuba diving for people 
with physical and visual disabilities. 

Most itineraries are designed for individual 
departures to meet specific needs.

On holiday with V4A® partners • HOLIDAY PACKAGES

https://www.villageforall.net/it/pacchetti-vacanze/
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Bologna: the Wise, the Fat and the Red city! We are ready to 
guide you to discover all aspects of the city, its province and its 
region! Le Guide d’Arte (Art Guides) were born as an association 
in 1994 with the aim of showing and enhancing the regional 
heritage. The team is composed of highly qualified personnel, we 
are all art historians or foreign language graduates. In 2021 the 
association became a social cooperative thanks to the growing 
interest in itineraries including more and more accessible tourism, 
because we are convinced that beauty should reach everyone. The 
challenge is great, Bologna is a mediaeval city, but our enthusiasm 
can lead the way!

LE GUIDE D'ARTE
Art in Bologna 

On holiday with V4A® partners • GUIDED TOURS
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The itinerary planned by Le Guide d'Arte range from the most 
classic to the most unusual and curious. We want to reveal our 
region under its many fascinating profiles: historical, artistic, but 
also musical, motoring, and gastronomic! 

We can create personalised itineraries based on different 
interests and we are ready to accompany you in your search for 
art with visits to exhibitions, or by organising different types of 
workshops for you. 

Emilia-Romagna has a lot to offer and we want 
you to enjoy it to the fullest, offering not just a 
trip but an unforgettable experience!

On holiday with V4A® partners • GUIDED TOURS

https://www.villageforall.net/it/visite-guidate/
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Ravenna Friendly Guides is a brand that identifies a group of 
nine independent tour guides who are particularly sensitive to the 
issues of accessible and inclusive tourism. 

They have many years of experience in the tourism sector and 
differentiated skills, plus dedicated ongoing training, which allow 
them to offer cultural and excursion itineraries aimed at making 
the experience accessible and enjoyable for everyone. 

They operate mainly in the area of Ravenna and Romagna, 
creating personalised itineraries with great attention to any 
different need, but also planning emotional and relational 
experiences that allow, besides historical and artistic explorations, 

RAVENNA FRIENDLY GUIDES
Personalised itineraries 

On holiday with V4A® partners • GUIDED TOURS
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a more authentic contact with places and people. The visits are 
thought to people with psycho-physical, intellectual, sensory 
disabilities, people with reduced mobility, elderly people, families 
with children of different ages, small groups. They also include the 
support of tactile and technological aids that encourage greater 
interaction and understanding in order to better appreciate 
monuments, museums and architectural beauty. 

Ravenna Friendly Guides are able to provide all the assistance 
necessary to organise visits according to different 
interests and requests in order to guarantee the 
best enjoyment. 

On holiday with V4A® partners • GUIDED TOURS

https://www.villageforall.net/it/visite-guidate/
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BestVeniceGuides is an idea of PromoGuide Venezia, a non-
profit association founded in 2015 with the aim of bringing 
together the tour guides licensed in Venice under a brand of 
quality and excellence,and to promote their professionalism. 

The guides of our Association are able to offer services in sixteen 
foreign languages, their professionalism is supported not only by 
a competent preparation, but also by a sincere and deep love for 
the city in which they work. For this reason, BestVeniceGuides are 
particularly attentive to suggest a sustainable and inclusive idea of 
tourism, which respects the needs and specificity of the city and 
of those who wish to discover it.

BEST VENICE GUIDES
Accessible tours 

On holiday with V4A® partners • GUIDED TOURS
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Our dedication to accessible tourism developed after a proposal 
by the Veneto Region, which organised a series of talks on the 
subject, catching the interest of our Association. We felt the 
need to acquire greater professionalism in this field by starting a 
project with the Italian Union of the Blind and Visually Impaired of 
Venice and CERPA Italy Onlus (European Centre for Research and 
Promotion of Accessibility), which led to specific training courses 
for guides. BestVeniceGuides has therefore decided to expand 
the offer with new routes accessible to people with disabilities, 
contributing to the culture of hospitality 
and inclusion, promoting accessible tourism 
practices, and strengthening the quality and 
differentiation of the offer of inclusive tourism 
experiences in Venice. 

On holiday with V4A® partners • GUIDED TOURS

https://www.villageforall.net/it/visite-guidate/
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